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CHRISTMAS AT
THE CHURCHES

CLASSIFICATION
OF COUNTIES

By Traveling Aud-

itor Safford According to Law.
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Bernalillo Chaves, Colfax
and San Miguel Head
List-Grin "B."
ant

Territorial Traveling Auditor Clias.
V, Safford today certified to the
boards of comity commissioners of the
counties of New Mexico aH to the
classification of the respective counties In accordance with the provisions
and 7, chapter 00, laws
of sections
of 19(15, entitled "Act to regulate the
classification of the comities and fixing the salaries of certain county officials thereof."
This classification Is based on the
cash remitted to the territorial treasurer during the fiscal year closing
November 30 last and which was collected by the county treasurers under
the levy certified by the territorial
auditor for the year 19U5. Bernalillo,
Chaves, Colfax and San Miguel are in
Class. "A," Grant, In Class "B," Dona
Ana, Eddy, Luna, Otero, Socorro,
Union and Valencia In Class "C," Santa Fe and Sierra In Class "D," and
Guadalupe, Lincoln, McKinley, Mora,
Quay, Rio Arriba,. Roosevelt, Sandoval,
San Juan, Taos and Torrance in Class
"E."
A comparison of the collections between the years of 1905 and 1900 discloses the fact that the conditions of
the counties are in much better shape
nt the present time than a year ago.
The aggregate collections under the
territorial levy during the year of
1905 which was fifteen mills amounted to $450,235 A2 at the end of the fiscal year. For the present year as Is
indicated by the following classification and which is made under a territorial levy of 14 mills the aggregate
collections for territorial purposes was
$493,454.43, showing a largely Increased return on a decreased levy.
This is a creditable showing and one
of which the Territory can well be
proud and is no doubt largely the result of the effective work done by
Traveling Auditor Safford...
ot
is the classification
counties and amounts received from
each :
Amount remitted
Class
to Territorial
Treasurer, 190C. 1907
County
Bernailllo
A
$
41,289.42
A
4X.933.8S
Chaves
A
37.8C2.79
Colfax
C
Dona Ana.
25,756.32
C
i
25,182.19
Eddy
B
34.C31.53
Grant
'
E
7.955.S9
Guadalupe
E
Lincoln
11,775.54
C
Luna
20,409.32
E
13.273.09
McKinley
E Mora
10,141.49
-

Otero...

Valencia..'

24.914.C5
C409.G3
9.165.92
10.723.16
5,543.06
10,406.14
37,123.33'
18,540.31
16,791.54
23,718.16
7.110.34
3,485.66
22,363.15
24,918.02

Total..

493,454.43
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GOLD FIELD A
Miners Leaving By Thousands
Result of Strike in All
Mines.
Dec.

Nev.,"

Christmas carols were the features
the morning services yesterday in
all of the local Protestant Churches
The choirs were augmented for the
occasion, and the special music serv
ed to attract large congregations. The
Sunday school children will have their
inning this evening when Santa Glaus
will gladden their hearts with pres
ents from Christmas trees.
"Thinking of Others' was the subject of the sermon delivered by Rev,
George F. Sevier of the First Presby
terian Church. It was one appropriate
to the joyous Yuletlde. He reminded
hlsi hearers ot the scriptural
saying
that it Is better to give than to receive, and of the blessings of charity.
In the midst of their festivity and
good cheer In the approaching holiday season he urged the making of
others happy. His sermon in the
evening was on "Paul's Three Classes
of Hearers,"
Rev. E. C. Anderson of St. John's
Methodist Episcopal Church sioke In
the morning on the text, "What Manner of Man Is This." It was a purely
scriptural sermon on the life of the
lowly Christ who was born In a manger at Bethlehem. He told of the
early youth of the Saviour whose naon
is celebrated
tal anniversary
Christmas day. The subject of his
discourse In the evening was "Character Building."
Fresh from his vacation and Journey
home, Rev. W. R. Dye was greeted
by a large attendance when he conducted services yesterday morning at
the Church ot the Holy Faith. He delivered a forceful sermon on the ob
servance of Christmas day and its
The Christbearing on Christianity.
mas services proper will be held at
this church tomorrow morning, with
sermon and holy communion at 10:30
o'clock. Holy communion will also be
,'iven at 7:30 a. m.
At the Cathedral yesterday, In both
the English sermon at 9:30 o'clock
mass, and In the Spanish sermon at
10:30 o'clock mass, Rev. Father Antonio Fourchegu, spoke feelingly on
the birth of Christ and the proper observance of the memorial day, Chrlsl
mas. There was a large attendance
at both services. Tonight at midnight
the bells will ring and beginning on
the stroke of twelve, pontifical high
mass will be celebrated. The masses
tomorrow will be at 8 o'clock and
9:30 o'clock in the morning.
There will be midnight mass at
Guadalupe Church tonight and the
tsual services the following day.
of

TRAIN ROBBERS
GET 7 YEARS
Black Brothers and Murphy to Be Im
'
prisoned in Federal Penitentiary
at Leavenworth,
Las Vegas, N. M Dec, 24. Seven
years each in the federal pvison at
Leavenworth, Kansas, was the
John Black,
pronounced on
lames Black and John Murphy, the
three men convicted of holding up a
Rock Island train near Logan, when
they were brought before Judge William J. Mills in the Fourth Judicial
District Court for San Miguel County
Friday. A motion for a new trial on
the grounds that the evidence did not
warrant a conviction was made and
was overruled by Judge Mills. A
for an appeal was then made and
the prisoners were turned over to
Deputy U. S. Marshal Harry Copper,
who took them to Santa Fe where
they will be held In the territorial
prison pending the appeal to the higher court.

ten-tenc- e

mo-lio- n

CHILD BURNED
BY MOLTEN LEAD
Terrible Fate of Little Carlsbad Girl.
Paved From Death By Catholic Priest.
--

DESERTED VILLAGE

Goldfield,

Midnight Mass at Cathedral Impres
sive Services at Presbyterian,
Methodist and Episcopal.

24.

'as a

As a

re-

sult of the strike called Friday by the
Industrial Workers of the World, the
miners in. this section are leaving by
train loads. Goldfield Is rapidly becoming a deserted city. The population of Goldfield has decreased from
15,000 to 7,000 within the last week.
The strike still continues and every
mine, mill and smelter except the
Hayes Monette' and the Frances Mohawk is closed. United States Deputy
marshals appointed under the terms
of the federal Injunction issued to restrain the stealing of high grade ore,
will take charge today at the Hayes
Monette and the Frances Mohawk.
TWENTY INJURED IN
TRAIN WRECK.
Reno, Nev., Dec. 24 Twenty passengers and trainmen were injured, some
seriously, in a wreck on the Central
Pacific Railroad near here, early Sunday morning. A freight train stopped
on the main line and a passenger running fifty miles an hour crashed Into
the freight. The conductors have not
yet reported on the accident and it is
not known where the blame lies.

Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 24. The little seven year old daughter of W. G.
Brown narrowly escaped being burned
to death here a few days ago. In playing about the room, a pot of molten
lead was turned over and the child
was partly covered with the red hot
fluid. Her hair was scorched from her
head and she was terribly burned
about head, neck arms and face. Father Linus, a young Catholic priest who
was in the house, heard the child
scream and drugged her from the molten lead, saving her life. She will be
marked for life by the burns.

COAL LAND SUIT
M'KINLEY COUNTY
Caledonia Coal Company Alleges that
Rocky Cliff Company and Stephen
Canovan Used Its Lands.
Gallup, N. M., Dec. 24. In the district court for McKinley County, the
Caledonia Coal Company has brought
suit against the Rocky Cliff Company,
and Stephen Canovan for $87,884 damages, It alleges that the defendants
have been mining coal on its lands.
This case Is similar to the suit of a
year ago when the same company as
plaintiff sued the Santa Fe and other
coal companies on similar grounds.

INVESTIGATION
OF
RIOT AT BROWNSVILLE.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. Milton CATHOLIC
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HACKETT MAY BE
OLD TIME CROOK MILLION
Man Arrested

HAWAII

By Mounted Officer at
Alamogordo, Has Strange Letters in Pockets.

R

Startling Discovery Immigration Socie- In Wreck on St.
ger
Made By Police
ties are Directly
of Paris.
Interested.
Struck Engine.
Paul-Passen-

STOVE WAS

HEATING

ALIENS

USED JAPAN

on

Hospital

Fil-

up.

Ilackett was captured iu the railroad
yards at Alamogordo while attempting

ledHotels Used.

San Francisco, Dec, 24. "The exodus of Japanese laborers from the
sugar plantations of Hawaii to the
United States is showing a decrease,"
suld K. Matsubara, the new Japanese vice consul nt San Francisco yesterday.
The Japanese immigration societies
sent labor from Korea to Hawaii and
these societies according to K. Matsubara are directly interested in holding
the laborers on the sugar estates once
they arrive there.
Societies Force Mikado to Help Them,
These societies have brought powerful pressure to bear upon the Japanese government to compel the
coolies to stay out of the United
States and apparently the emigrant
societies are winning their fight.

CON TEMPT OF COURT
FOR HANGING NEGRO
Supreme Court of United States Decides Against Defendants in Odd
Legal Technicality.

Washington, Dec. 24. The supreme
Rome, Dec. 21. The members'of the court today decided
adversely to the
Sacred College went In a body this defendants in the
preliminary nuta
morning to the Pope to present their tion Involved In the case of Sheriff
Christmas greetings.
The Pope re- Slilpp, and 2fi others of Chatta
ceived them in his private library, and
nooga, Tennessee, charged with con
conversed cordially with all the dis- tempt of the Supreme Court In lyiK'H- tinguished prelates. The chief topic ing a negro named Johnson after I tie
of conversation was the situation. In court had taken
cognizance of the
France. Hie Pope said the church case. TJie opinion was handed down
will not flinch from the attitude It has by Justice Holmes who announced
taken, no more concessions being pos- that after the preliminaries were dissible, but that, he hoped that the vio- posed of, the court
Would proceed
lence and persecution would soon re- with the prosecution. He did not tmy
sult In better times.
when the next step would be taken,
Dealing in Futures May Be HroV
hibited.
the case of (latewood
RIGHT against the state of North Carollc.1?,
which (iutewood wuiwweiti'.-U, 8. Senator Stone
States Negro keeping a bucket shop In Durham, the
Troops Should Have Been
supreme court of the United States
Discharged.
loday in effect, also held that a law
prohibiting a dealing In futures to be
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 24. U. S. not. repugnant to the federal constiSenator Stone
believes
President tution thus affirming the decision of
Roosevelt did right In discharging the the supreme court of North Carolina.
negro soldiers at Brownsville,
"I am glad to have au opportunity R. E. MORRISON
to say so, but I wish to be understood
DENIES STATEMENT
right," he declared last night. "I
have not looked Into the legal phase
of the matter. I am not ready to give That He Has Been Slated for Next
Governor of Arizona, to Sucan opinion on that.
But., so far as
ceed Kibbey.
sentiment is concerned, In so far as
the offense itself, I am In hearty favor
of the step taken by President, Roose
Judge A. L. Morrison, of this city, to
velt and Secretary Taft."
day received a latter from his son,
Robert Krumett, Morrison an attorney
of Prescott Arizona, in which the son
JAPAN ORDERS
says there Is absolutely no truth iu the
STEEL PLANT statement that lie is slated for governor
of Arizona to succeed Klbbey. He says
Will Buy Equipment in United States
that were such an appointment tendered
for $10,000,000 Mikado's Govin at the hands of the president, be
ernment the Owner,
would not accept but that he does not
believe there is any truth whatev.tr in
New York, Dec, 24. Contracts are
the report that he lias been slated for
being placed in the United States for
the equipment of a huge steel works the job.
which the Japanese government is to
operate under the name of the Imper- SOUTHERN PACIFIC
ial Steel Works, on the island of Mojt.
STRIKE SITUATION
The Japanese plant will entail a cost
of $10,000,000. Orders for the equipment call for two bar mills, a tube Not Believed Trouble Will Spread to
Divisions West of El Paso Not
mill, a blowing mill, rolling tables,
Affected By Order.
furnaces, cranes and a general line of
steel making equipment.
Oakland, Calif., Dec. 24. The Pacific system of the south comprising the
CAPTAIN MACKLIN
lines west of El Paso and Ogden and
WILL RECOVER south of Portland, has not been affected by the locomotive firemen's
given by
Army Man Shot By Negro
Resting strike. The ultimatum
Grand Master Hanra'han of the LocoEasy Assassin Not Yet Capmotive Firemen's
tured.
Brotherhood, applied to the Atlantic system east, of El
Oklahoma City, Dec. 24. In a tele- Paso. The local railroad officials say
not look for a spread of the
phone message from Fort Reno, this they do
strike as the trouble is to a great exmorning, It was stated that Captain
Macklln passed a good night and un- tent local and Is not primarily a quesless some unexpected complications tion of wages c:- hours.
arise, his physicians believe he will
speedily recover. His assailant has FRENCH NOTE
not yet been apprehended, although
MAKES DENIAL
the officers are following a number of
clews that may lead to his arrest soon.
That Government Addressed Message
to the Powers Fearing Protest
EIGHT DEGREES
From, Vatican.

SAYS PRESIDENT
DID

In deciding

fJ

111

BELOW ZERO

i

!

Minneapolis. .Minn.. Dec. 24. Eight
''killed and twenty-fou- r
Injured Is the
total of all casuallies resulting from
the collision of a southbound passen-!ge- r
train on the St. Paul road and a
switch engine near Endeillu, North
Of the
Dakota, yesterday morning.
Injured fourteen were seriously hurt
and ten slightly, A revised list of the
dead follows: Charles Hackus, Bergen. North Dakota; If. .1. Volkerlng,
Dakota:
Annamose, North
Tony
Glenn, Velva, North Dakota; D. J.
Medicine Hat, Canada; Her
man Rosenbauni, Stelva, North Dakota; W. it. Danielson, Sheldon, North
Dakota; Nels Hanson, Kenmare, North
Dakota; Ole Thompson, Starbuclt,
North Dakola.
Were Standing in Aisles When Crash

Official.

Cincinnati Ohio, Dec,34. Uarland Cleveland, who served as United States
District Attorney for the southern district of Ohio, by appointment of Grover
Cleveland, died today of Brigbt's disease
He was a cousin of the
and
a nephew of Justice Harlan of the Unit'
ed States Supreme Court.

Flowing in
Like Water.

to board an outgoing (might train
Officer Dudley had been notified of the
New York, Dec. 24. Figures
Just
robbery ami furnished with a descrip compiled at Kllis Island indicate that
tlim of the highwayman. He was watch at. the present rate of Increase 1,283,-41more aliens may be expected to
ng the trains and llackett's actions
aroused his suspicions. Hackett was enter this country through the Immseen to
train igration station on Ellis Island next
(rum a

alight

passenger

that

had just arrived. A railread ticket
with El Paso as its destination was
found In his coat pocket. Hackett pro
tested that It was a case of mistaken
identity when the officer Informed lilin
of his arrest and offered no resistance,

FIVE CENT FARE
SANTA FE CENTRAL

year.
Over One Million Immigrants Next
Year.
"The number of aliens who will land
in New York this year," said Immlgra.-tlon Commissioner Watchorn yester1,050,000 perday, "will approximate
sons, as against a total of the 859,000
who landed here in 1905. This shows
an increase of immigration of about
22.2:i per cent. Using these figures as
a basis for an estimate In 1907 we
may expect 1,283, 415 aliens to arrive
at Kills Island."
Where the Immigrants Go.
Where do these people go after
reaching the United States? This is
a ipiestlou hard for the officials to
answer. Hundreds of them find immediate employment in the larger
cities of the east. The Italians, Greeks
and some other classes find employment on railroad work. Those of Hebrew descent usually locate in cities
or towns, most of them having trades.
This is true also of the Germans. Most
of them prosper.

,

Reduction of One Cent a Mile To Become Effective February 3
Came.
Holiday Rate.
Loaded lo lis full capacity with people going to their homes in the east to
A live cent fare to
spend the Christmas holidays, the
points along Its
southbound train on the Minneapolis, system will be Inaugurated by the Santa
St. Paul & Saulf Ste. Marie crashed Fe Central Railway Company on Feb
Into a switch engine in the west end
ruary .'!, If 07. This means a reduction
of the railroad yards at St. Paul, yesif one cent
per mile. The decision to
terday morning. Eight men were ut the fare down to a nickel a mile was
All
of
the fatalities
killed outright.
is not
occurred in the smoking car which reached several days ago but it
bewas completely telescoped by the bag- permissible to have ttie new rate
come
an
effective
the
date
before
occuof
two
the
and
only
gage car,
pants of this car escaped injury. The nounced on account of the provisions of
car was crowded, and as the whistle the Interstate Commerce Law.
had just sounded for Enderlln, almost
For the Holidays a rate of one fare for NEW
HOUSE
everyone was on his feet when the the round trip has been made and tbe
DAWSON CAMP
crash came, and the dead and woundickets were placed on sale today. The
ed were piled into a great heap with
will
New
until
continue
pedal rate
Structure Will Cost $25,000 Hospital
the wreckage.
rear's Pay, good for return until Janu-ir- v
Maintained and Phelps-Dodg- e
Rescuers Went to Work Quickly.
4.
Paying Salaries,
A rescue party waseoon formed and
the work of taking out. the dead and
Dawson, N. M., Dec. 24. The Phelps- injured was begun at once and con- BRUTAL ASSAULT
Dodge Company has appropriated $25.- tinued throughout the night. The litON CHILD 000 for a handsome new opera house
tle hospital was soon crowded with
to be erected here as soon as possithose hurt and the hotels were con-

OPERA
FOR

verted into emergency hospitals where
the other injured were cared for.
Tlie'te Ate Twt feitr piislc;a,t'; In
and a special (rain with phsi-clanand nurses was hastily made up
at. Valley Cily and rushed
to the
scene of the wreck.
The wreckage took fire from the
overturned stoves used in heating the
cars and there was a race between
the rescuers and the flames. By almost superhuman efforts the rescuing
party managed to fight off, the flames
until all of the dead and Injured had
been removed from the wrecked cars
which then were allowed to bum.
s

INSANE BOY
KILLED HIS FATHER
Jury Returned Verdict of Not Guilty
Because Lad Was Not Responsible.
Spokane, Wash.. Dec. 24. "Not
guilty by reason of insanity," was the
verdict returned by the jury today in
the case of Sidney Sloane, the eighteen year old boy, charged with the
murder of his father. Robbery was
the motive for the crime. The boy
came up behind his father while the
latter was eating his midnight lunch
and struck him six tersific blows with
an ax. He then tqok the money from
the dead man's pocket. The body was
found the next morning and the boy
was arrested and confessed. The defense claimed the boy had shown insanity since Infancy.

SUES RAILROAD
FOR TAKING COAL
Mining

Company in Wyoming Alleges
Burlington Confiscated
Its Fuel.

Omaha, Neb., Dec. 24. J. E. Woodward & Company, coal dealers, operatWyoming, thla
ing mines at Dietz,
morning, brought suit for $20,000
against the Burlington Railroad Company for coal said to have been confrom
fiscated recently and secured
the federal court a temporary Injunction against a further confiscation by
that company.

RURAL GUARDS
FIGHT INSURGENTS

Paris, Dec. 24. An official note was
New York Suffers Severest Cold Spell issued this afternoon announcing that Two Rebels Killed
Near Havana-F- ive
the statements published abroad to
Mounted Men Encountered
of Year for Christmas
the effect that the French government
Weather.
By Soldiers.
sent a note to the powers In anticiHavana, Dec. 24. A dispatch from
of a protest from the Vatican Guinea, in this province today anNew York, N. i. Dec. 24. The cold-e- n pation
weather of the winter came today against the expulsion of Monslgnor nounced that the patrol of rural
when the thermometer went down to Mpntagnlni, was absolutely false.
guards has had an encounter with five
mounted insurgents and the two pareight degreos below zero. A keen northHARLAN CLEVELAND DEAD.
west wind Is blowing at 30 miles and
ties exchanged shots with the result
hour and added to the discomfort,
that two Insurgents were killed and

MINE VICTIM IDENTIFIED.
D. Purdy, an assistant to the attorney
IOWA DEAD.
Bisbee, Ariz., Dec. 24. The young
Davenport, Iowa, Dec, 24. Bishop man who was killed recently In the
general Is en route from Washington
to Brownsville, Texas, where he will Henry Cosgrove, of the Catholic dio- Lowell mine has been identified as
make a second Investigation of the cese of Davenport, died after a long Frank E. Billing of Denver. The exriot which resulted in the discharge Illness of cancer of the kidneys Sun- act manner of his death Is- not known
of a battalion of negro soldiers from day. He had been bishop ot the Dav- positively as there were no eye witnesses to the fatal accident.
the Twenty-fiftenport diocese since 1884.
Infantry.,

earclied after

Says Ellis Island

ts

Dying-Sm- all

--

From Position She Has Taken
French Attitude Said Pope to
Sacred College.

found

iu his

During Past Year

being taken inte custody would seem ti
indicate this. He was apprehended on
AGENCIES RESCUERS FOUGHT FLAMES a charge of highway rubberv committed GREATER
NUMBER IN 1907
at. Carrizo.o. Captain Fred Fornoff of
the Mounted Police lias not vet been
Laborers From While Extricating Dead and informed of the particulars of the hold At Present Rate of Figuring-Immigran-

Evidence of In Preventing
Crime 120 Infants Born
Coming to United States
But to Die. .
Says Consul.

CHURCH WILL
NOT FLINCH

lwaukee.'
it is said that letter
pockets when he was

UNITED STATES

HELpT

To Destroy

Paris, Dec. 24. A midwife living In
the Vlvienne quarter has been arrested on a charge of the systematic murder of newly born infants. The attention of the police was attracted by
the fact that no deaths of children
were reported from the establishment
and an Investigation resulted In the
discovery that the midwife, with the
complicity of a servant, cut up and
burned the bodies of (he children In a
big stove in the dining room of the
midwife's residence. The evidence
obtained Indicates that, one hundred
and twenty children were murdered
by these two women.
As a result of this discovery, other
places In the city will be investigated.
The midwife was under surveillance
for a long time before her crimes were
discovered.

Is Edward Hackett who was arrested
at Alamogordo a few days ago by Officer
W. E. Dudley of the Territorial Mounted
Police a professional crook from Mi-

IN

two were captured.
caped.
ANACONDA

A fifth man es-

COPPER
COMPANY

DIVIDEND.

York, N. Y., Dec. 24,-- The
Directors of the Anaconda Copper
today declared dividend ot 81.75
per share.
New

Corn-pa-

Native Commits Revolting Crime and ble for the entertainment of Its emis Held to Grand Jury Without
ployes. The company already has a
Bond.
commodious, well equipped hospital
under the management of Dr. Dryden,
WIss-low- ,
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 24 A revolting formerly a Sanu Fe sulgeon at
Arizona. In addition to these imand fiendish crime came to light a few
days ago at Humboldt when a native provements, the company is now payby the name of Gonzales- was arrest- ing the salaries of the six teachers iu
ed on a charge of assaulting the four the public schools here, the county
year old daughter of a miner named funds for that purpose having become
Mcintosh. At the preliminary exam- exhausted.
The schools under the management
ination which was held secretly lest
Gonzales be treated to violence at the of Professor D. h. Lucas, have made
hands of a mob and the ends of jus- remarkable progress here. Two years
tice defeated. He was bound over ago 'here were two teachers and 80
without bail to await the action of the pupils. At present there are six
250 pupils which Is a
grand jury and taken for safe keeping teachers and
most remarkable and most creditable
lo the jail at Prescott.
showing.
Dawson now has a population of beWOMAN DIES
tween 4,500 and 5,000 and Is growing
111 YEARS OLD rapidly, Fifteen hundred miners are
at work. Two big mines are being operated at present and a third one
Native of Arizona Lived Long Life which will employ 500 more men will
be opened soon. New coke ovens are
and Retained Faculties to
the Last,
being put into use daily and the
amount of coke and coal handled at
the camp is surprising.
Tucson,. Ariz., Dec. 31. Had Mrs.
Dodge Company now uses practically
Salauo M. Sosa, whose death occurred
every bit of the coal and coke prolived
she
week
tomorrow
until
here last
duced, for the El Paso & Southwestern
would havn been 111 years old. She
Railway, the American smelters and
was born In Cocospera, Mexico, on the other properties
owned by the
Christmas day, 179.V Notwithstanding company,
her great age she was bright mentally
almost up to the hour of her death. She CIMARRON TO BECOME A
DIVISION POINT OF RAILROAD.
has resided in this vicinity continuously
Cimarron, N. M., Dec. 24. This
e
for
years. When she came
here there was no settlement l.i what Is place is to be a division point on the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
now Tucson.
Railroad and the road will spend hair
a million dollars in making the necesA
OHIO JUDGE UPsary- improvements.
roundhouse,
HOLDS STANDARD shops and yard facilities will be constructed. As a result of this announceSays Information Against Big Oil ment, manypeople are flocking here
and lots .e at a premium.
Company In Probate Court
is Illegal.
MACHINERY FOR DEMING'S
DEEP WELL.
Findlay Ohio, Dec. 34 Judge DunDeming, N. M., Dec. 24. The macan, ot the Common pleas court today chinery for sinking a deep well about
decided that the Information filed In the seven miles from this town in the
probate court against the Standard Oil hopes of striking artesian water, has
Company on a charge of violating the been purchased and will be installed
Valentine
law, was illegal and as soon as possible. Work on the
that the case should he filed In the com- well will begin at an early date. The
money to defray the expenses was
mon pleas court.
raised among Deming business men.
sixty-iilu-

anti-tru-

FREEZING WEATHER
IN FLORIDA

UTES TO MAKE WAR
ON RAILROAD

GRADES

Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. Comof Indian Affairs Leupp has
Temperature Drops to 16 Degrees in missioner
submitted to the War Department, a
Georgia and 28 Farther
plan to put the Ute Indians to work
South.
on railroad construction, in preference
to returning them to their reservaAtlanta Ga. Dec. 34 The government
theremometer today touched sixteen de- tion where they say they can not get
grees, the coldest by ten degrees, so far enough to eat.
this- season. Freezing weather Is reported as far south as Tampa Flerida, THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
where 38 degrees are reported, A cold . STOLEN FROM MEXICAN BANK.
wave extended over the Eastern half ot
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 24. It has Just
the Southern states.
been learned that robbers recently secured $.10,000 from a branch of the
$13,000 TO EMPLOYES AT NEW
Bank of Coahtilla at Torreon, MexiYORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
co. The' facts in the case are being
suppressed In the hopes of catching
Dec. 34. More
New York,
than the robber.
hunwas
distributed among four
113,000
dred employes on the stock exchange
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertifiThis
represents the annual coltoday.
lection among the members as a Christ- cates for sale by the New Mexican
mas bonus to the emploves.
Printing Company.
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The Oklahoma constitutional con
vention , Is having a hard time
of It.
It has accomplished
very
little up to date. This was to be expected. Out of the 110 members in
that body, but a dozen are Republican In politics. The time of the convention has been mostly tuken up
with fussing and quarrels
over the
fixing of county seats and county lines
and local Interests. Serves the people there right; they should have
known better.
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His Self Invited Guests $
Original

Paul Grldlcy, Junior purtner in the
firm of Johnson, Stokes & Co., having
gone to N. to collect a long outstaud
Ing account and having received
check for $10,00:2.50, drew the money
from bank and went to bis hotel with
it. Having other business at N. to
transact the next day, he was obliged
to remain overnight. During the after
noon he took a walk to kill time and
met a man who as he passed sang out
"Hello, Grldley. What are you doing
here?" Grldley stopped to look at the
man, whom he did not recognize, but
he passed on, saying that he wi.s In a
hurry.
That evening while Grldley was
In his room a card was brought up
to him bearing the name "Joseph Con

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
MRS.

ROBERT HUNTER.

Noble Woman Who . Ununited In
a Noble Work.
As Caroline M. Phelps Stokes of New
York, Mrs. Robert Hunter was reared
lu the lap of luxury. Her father, Anson Phelps Stokes, is many times a millionaire, and her grandfather, Anton
was numbered among the
Phelps,
greatest of New York's many great
A

One of the Best Hotels in the West.

The great cattle kings In southeastCuisine and Table Service Unexcelld
The New Mexican la the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to ern New Mexico, especially those of
Texas Democratic stripe, are no
every postofflce In the Terrltor. nd h a
'are and growing circulation the
tax dodgers, not they! They return
tmong the Intelligent and progressiva peopie oi iae .Southwest.
about 30 to 35 per cent of their actual
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travel rs.
financiers.
holdings of cattle for taxable purone
on
Her home
Fifth avenue was
poses. They are not tax dodgers, not
of the most magnificent in that city of
they! They claim to. be the best clt
New
splendid mansions. Liveried servants
Izenshlp of the Territory and five out
wish
at
were
her
her
call;
every
always
of six vote any kind of a Democratic
was gratified.
Nothing that money
ticket. Tax dodgers they are not, not
could buy was denied her when she deTAXING PATENTED CLAIMS.
JOY TO THE WORLD.
they!
don."
sired It. She Is said to have a fortune
Christinas is probably the most uni
Although Hit' mineral output of New
He was looking at the card, trying to of $10,000,000 In her own right.
Even
There are other good things that
Mexico during lliOB oxcwdpcl In value versal festival of the world.
the man whose name It bore,
Blossoming Into womanhood Miss
the come out of the territories besides place
$(l.000,vV0, the assessment on mineral before the birth of Christianity,
door was pushed open, and Stokes followed the example of her two
the
when
of
a
winter
was
solstice
health
for
and
often
wealth
merryperiod
precious
Mr. Condon entered.
properties in fsew Mexico is only a
brothers, the Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes,
An Associated
BERGERE IJfSUBflNG E R9EHCY GOmPRHV
fraction of that sum. While the New making among northern nations and eastern tenderfeet.
"Don't know that you remember me, Jr., and J. G. Phelps Stokes, and began
of
Press
features
the
Yuletlde
the
of
for
many
that
Instance, says
dispatch,
Mexican be,. eves in encouraging th
Mr. Grldley," he said. "I've seen you work In the slums of New York's east
Norsemen and Saxons were adopted Arizona oranges have broken the
at the store often and have bought a side.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
mining industry Mi every manner poS' later in the celebration of
Christmas world's record as to price received per
see
in
it
the justice
cantiO.
She turned her back upon the usual
lot of goods of your concern. The
siule, yet,
Christian nations. The Hebrews carload lot. New York commission
the owners of coal holies or of profit by
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
truth Is, I've come up here on a matter pleasures of the rich and the Invitations
NY
about the same time of the year cele- merchants last week sold a carload of
able gold, copper, iron and zinc mines
of business and was hurrying to get
of lights and even oranges from the Salt River Valley
brate
their
feast
not paying as great a proportion oi
when I met you on the street.
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
among Oriental nations there are trac- for $8.40 per crate, there being 400 through
.
a the owners of other propert
Couldn't manage it and had to stay
es of merrymaking at this particular crates in the car, which netted almost
1
where
lu
over
town,
this
of equal value. A coal mine netting
beastly
Mutual
Insurance
Purely
i
Company.
No
more appro- $3ii,nnn.
time of the year.
don't know a soul. I thought of you
Its ow ners half a million dollars
priate time therefore for words of
aud hunted you up."
year ; certainly as well able to pay optimism, of good cheer, of joy to the
Andrews is always watch"I can't exactly place you," suld
taxe..
a business enterprise
on world. To Christian nations conies on fulDelegate
of the best Interests of the Sun"There are so many customGrldley.
which the owner Is losing money bu this day an especially joyous message shine
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
His bill providing ers
Territory.
and golug that 1 can't re
coming
which does not exempt him from tax that of
will
to
on
earlh, good
no member of the Territorial
peace
that
Strong Line of Firs Insurance Companies.
I
all.
have
member them
Besides,
ation. Industries, even though only men, a message which has revolutionshall be eligiLegislative
charge of the accounts and dou't do
"infants" of the kind that pay hi ized this old world and If anything ble to or holdAssembly
Territorial office, while much
selliug."
dividends can afford to pay taxes can, will bring on a liullenium of good such member, is in the
right direction
Mr. Condon settled himself lu a chair
There is also another strong point feeling between nations and nations, and If
will1
it
prove of benefit aud talked volubly ou general subjects,
passed
against the freedom from taxation of and Individuals in their relation to to the people. The delegate will do
while Mr. Grldley did most of the lisof
own
claims.
Their
As
an
ward
each
other.
patented mining
expression,
his level best to pass It.
Presently up came another
tening.
era often let. them lie idle,
ex
Is
a
holding this spirit, there
giving and an
curd with the name "Robert C. Perry,"
them for speculation, while, if they change of gifts, an outpouring of unThe Bureau of ImniiKra,,'jii of late a name Grldley did not recognize
were taxed they would probably seek selfishness. When this unselfishness has received several applications for
any more thau that of Mr. Condon.
to work them or sell them to the first overflows- the family circle into the the
purchase of large tracts of land,
directed that the newcomer who iutends to develop them homes of the needy and suffering, say from 50,000 to 100,000 acres with He, however, be
showu to his room.
comer should
of
is
the
then
indeed
good good
message
and make them pay a profit. At least,
irrigation facilities and sufficient Mr. Condon, who seemed to have setMexNew
that has been the experience of Neva will being fulfilled and the
water supplies for successful Irriga- tled himself to a pleasant evening,
is such an tion and
da and In consequence the state has ican hopes that there
agriculture.
Unfortunately looked annoyed at being disturbed.
amended its constitution to permit it abundance of the Christmas spirit in for the Sunshine Territory such tracts Mr.
Perry was a Uorkl man, with a
MexiNew
Fe
and
Santa
LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
throughout
to lay an arbitrary tax of $500 a year
are not lying around loose. They pleasant smile, and came In Joyfully.
or
to
one
co
need
no
that
go
hungry
on every patented mining claim.
seem to be mighty few and far
him.
to
receive
Gridley rose
This step has been taken as the re unclothed or without some joy tomor"Beg pa'dou for trespussiug, Mr.
sult of a failure on the part of many row If this can bo brought, about by
Gridley," he said effusively; "but, see
-MBS. HOHEKT UDNTEli.
- William.
M
owners of patented claims to work the liberality of those blessed with
Wv
The Oklahoma constitutional con ing your name on the register from my
VPnmSi
of
world.
the
this
goods
them. In the past, literally thousands
vention is not making much headway. native place, I ventured to send you of her social set, aud, with remarkable
of claims have been patented
This is natural when it Is known that my card with u view to asking about devotion to the cause, set about allevl
and
HAVE SHORT
DEMOCRATS
then allowed to lie idle, to the detri
but about 10 per cent of the members some of my old friends."
atlug the sufferings of those who were
MEMORIES.
are
costs
ment of the mining industry. The new
The
outfit
to
serve
far less fortunate than herself.
be
shall
"I
you,
Republicans.
very
happy
take
The Socorro Chieftain does not
constitutional provision will compel
$1,000 per day but. as Uncle Sam pays Mr. Perry. This is Mr. Condon. Mr.
It was while engaged In this work
much stock In the Democratic howl of
the bill, the
of Oklahoma do Condon, Mr. Perry. I suppose we are that she met Robert Hunter, a young
owners of these claims to pay the tax
wolf, wolf, lock your not seem to people
"Republican
care. The constitution to all bored at being lu a strange town man who had been brought from the
or forfeit the land and it is probable
doors!" It says in tills connection:
be finally framed bids fair to be a very and should help each other out."
west to take charge of a large mil
that many will not only pay the tax
of
editors
Democratic
the
and
document.
sat down together amica- versify settlement work In the east
but will work the claims, feeling that the"Imagine
The
three
cranky
an
outcry
Territory raising
bly. M: Perry asked about several of side. He hud nothing more to offer her
they cannot afford to pay out money against what they are pleased to term
Thanks to beneflclent legislation his old Wends, but Mr. Gridley Uldu't than a clean heart, a clear head aud a
on Idle property.
the corruption of the Otero adminisas happeu to know uy of them. Mr.
A year hence there will be consld
strong character that was all aflame
tration! Even if that administration passed by Republican legislative
erable valuable mining property sold was as black as they are disposed to semblies, the public school system of
produced cigarettes. Mr. Perry with enthusiasm for the betterment of
under the sheriff's hammer and in an paint it. Its record is as white as snow the Territory is steadily on the bet took one, but Mr. Grldley said he the lower strata of humanity, but Miss
Stokes had nut been Impressed by the
ticipation of that event it is said that In comparison with that of the orgie terment. Yet, there are many chances never smuked.
Mr. Perry asked permission to order average young men in ber social set.
shrewd parties are already searching of all manner of poHtlcal wickedness for Improvement, which the 37th LegAmerican and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
the records of patented land for the that marked the last period of Demo- islative Assembly should carefully and up cocktails, which was grunted, So the two were married.
Not long afterward their friends
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Koom a Good One. Short Order
though Mr. Grldley said he never
purpose of ascertaining which claims cratic ascendency in New Mexico. In conscientiously look after.
drank. Mr. Perry, however, told the were astounded to learu that the
are likely to be sold, and what their the light of that fact it is but naDepartment Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
Hunters had abandoned their palatial
A Merry Christmas to the people of waiter to bring three cocktails. When
value is. The measure is designed to tural to suspect that the Democratic
on
avenue
Fifth
bad
and
gone
New Mexico; they have had a mighty they came he took one of them to ihe dwelling
stimulate
the editors have not diagnosed their dismining throughout
ilowu into the lower west side of New
whole state and apparently should suc ease aright, and that what they have prosperous year of it and can afford to gas Jet, saying that he thought there
York, a sectlou that had been crying
It." Finding some
ceed.
mistaken for a longing for reform is enjoy the day without stint, despite Hwis 'souielhing lu,
"Ut for help for years, to make their
It is a subject that the next. Legis nothing more or less than an Insat the yawps nnd the howls of the tax thing, he took the other two glasses
home there.
Filative Assembly should consider care- iable hungering and thirsting after dodgers, the knockers and the fake there ou the tray for inspection.
They took a modest house In Grove
he was satisfied and set them ou
reformers.
New
Mexico
nally
is
all
right.
fully and while the New Mexican does boodle,"
Mr. Condon drank one, but street, aud there they have since re
table.
the
not advise going to the lengths of the
sided. Their days lire spent receiving
Under a decision of the comptroller Mr. Gridley steadily refused. This was
.Nevada legislature, yet, it believes that
THEY CONTINUE TO COME.
not those from the fashionable
callers
he
was
for
not
superinremarkable,
of the
Colonel Bryan will get
something should be done to have the
had left uptown, but from the
set
Despite the removal of the El Paso about treasury,
never
they
school
aud
a
of
tendent
Sunday
$500, as part payment for his
mining industry contribute its part to & Southwestern Railroad shops, the'
drank a drop of auy liquor. This left squalid regions about them lu extend
services
as
a
volunteer
but
officer,
the territorial and county revenues to beautiful city of Alamogordo contin
the helping hand and studying
that has nothing to do with his ex- the two strangers to accept euch oth- lug
pay for its share of the protection and ues prosperous and Its people are not
what next to do In the campaign
Both remonstrated
er's
hospitalities.
of
a
getting $30,000
year
otner benefits It receives from the discouraged by the outlook for the pectation
at the position they were placed In ns against poverty and Its accompanying
from Uncle Sam.
hands of the constituted authorities.
future. That there is good reason fir
evils.
guests, using n host's room to treat
"All day long white faced misery
this, may lie gleaned from the follow
themselves In, but Gridley was ImmovG. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
Railroad
Is
for
brisk
the
bidding
ing news item In the Alamogordo
MINING ON FOREST RESERVES.
Mr. Perry puffed away ou Mr. throngs to the door of the bumble litable.
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of
services
and
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government lawyers,
News :
Is
tle
Financial
house."
assistance
Condon
Condon's cigarette, ami Mr.
Mining men should take notice of
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Will
.
"One of our good citizens has re likely to grow brisker as the numer- drunk Mr.
to
a
advice
one,
another,
given
tangle
Perry's cocktail.
the regulations governing forest re ceived word from a friend at Eggor-ton- , ous prosecutions proceed. The public
The Coronado is the place where you get the best 25 cent
in the thread of this life or that Is
the
noticed
that
Gridley
Presently
serves, that is, if they Intend to do
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service
la
Kansas, that four families (farm will keep tab on those that are bought. conversation was growing a trifle straightened.
any mining within reserve areas. New
Carte. Try ut. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
have packed up and are ready to
small house,"
"We
this
have
taken
ers)
Invited
self
his
at
looked
He
Mexico has twelve of these reserves
Andrew Carnegie says the Ameri- heavy.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
take the train for Alamogordo. They
said Mr. and Mrs. Hunter to an early
guests and saw that they were both
more than its just share and more
say that they want to get a milder cli can public is a silent partner in all
caller, "In order to keep our lives simSouth Side Plaza.
222 San Fraadfseo St.
looking
drowsy.
than it would know what to do with if mate and
There Isn't half as much interhaving been assured that great business undertakings, but he
ple.
he
"that
gentle"I
you
said,
fancy,"
were
not for the federal govern this section
It,
just fits the bill have de makes no attempt to prove that it gets men are no more used to liquor thau I, est in the life of fashionable New
mem. generously relieving it of nny
cided to come lock, stock and barrel. a share of the profits.
York as is to be found lu the kindly,
LUPE HERRERA,
Judging from the effects of one glass."
duty in that direction. Says the MIn So it goes. They are coming. More
to make a jovial homely circles of humbler folk. We
tried
Condou
Mr.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ing Reporter upon this point:
are coming this winter than last, and
Federal appropriations look good
while doing so his head fell want to live the race life, the true
"Merely to accentuate what we have more will come next winter than will too good to most men, but Federal reply, but
life.
is
of
American
for
the
It
purpose
upon the buck of his chair, aud he
been saying on the subject of forest come
during this, and yet we have control well, there will always lie snored. Mr. Perry attempted to go to being next door to poverty that we
reserves and their relation to mining,
more
started."
or
less bucking against applying the window, but fell over on the bed. have come here." Philadelphia North
hardly
we wish to cite a recent incident
that to local affairs.
Grldlcy summoned an attendant, the American.
which shows that some are still learn
The White Oaks Outlook does not
clerk was called, and, Grldley having
a
hard
what
ing by
experience just
like the grade of coal oil furnished it
Perpetual Youth.
Pacific Coasters believe that this is
the circumstances, the two
forest reserve means.
Presumably and by the dim light, of which the a white man's country, without any explained
Every woman desires to retain ns
to another room. How
were
taken
men
time alone will serve to acquaint all types of the paper are undoubtedly oc ifs, ands or
buts, and do not care a they could havo got drunk on one cock- long as may be her youthfulness of
form and movement, yet the true
the people with the purport and oper casionally set. It relieves itself of Jap who kpows it.
tail no one could explain. It was sur- face,
ation of the forest service, but when its feelings in the following pictursecret of such enduring youth Is by
be.
been
had
that
mised
drinking
they
It is so much easier, safer and surer
A
no means universally recognized.
The New Mexican trusts none of fore the call.
esque language which ought to be
to ascertain the facts by the exercise sent as a Christmas greeting to the the "kid" statesmen will
woman Is happy Just In proportion as
the
Mr.
left
The next morning
regard
Grldley
of a little intelligence, we urge the Standard Oil trust which doles out to
labor agitation as a per- the hotel early aud did not return to It she Is content. The sun has a way
of changing the spots upon which
latter course.
stuff
sonal
this Territory Its coal oil: "The
reflection.
before taking the train for home. On
is this true of our
"The incident to which we refer oc that has been furnished to us of late
the next Sunday morning before going it shines, Especially
curred recently on one of the Califor might be classed as sweepings. That
As the
new
make to his Sunday school, taking up a pa- land, where one is up today and down
regulations
tomorrow aud vice versa. The wisest
nia reserves, and relates to cu'tlng which has not been watered has the "Teddy" Shonts the whole thing, why
per, he was surprised to read:
woman is she who trusts In a tomortimber without a permit. The parties beautiful amber of beer when it is should nn expensive canal commission
Mr.
"Our esteemed fellow citizen,
row, but never looks for It To sit
who did the cutting now find them- foaming in the glass prior to being be maintained?
visit-luPaul C. Grldley, while recently
down and wish that this might be, that
selves trespassers on the Uni'ed gulped, and burns with that dim, unN. received two callers who it Is
States' land, and liable to pay the certain light said to illumine a den of
"Joe" Cannon says he doesn't supposed intended to drug and rob that would be different, does a woman
value of the wood and a heavy fine. robbers. And stink! Well, it would bother about spelling, but hires a ste- him. Drinks were ordered and ciga- no good. It does her harm, iu that It
The claims of the government against cause a Limburger to emit green glo nographer to look after It. And there rettes were" smoked. The police were makes her dissatisfied with herself,
to her friends, and makes
these trespassers amount to about bules of envy. We are getting the are others.
looking for both guests and arrested unpleasant
ber old before her time. Happiness is
$12,000 and will be pressed to the lim- very lowest quality of oil that is conthem at the hotel the next morning.
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PICTURE FRAMING.
it. The action may seem harsh, but sidered safe to burn at the maximum
The price of coal in New Mexico Is They are two notorious crooks who, not always increased In proportion to
success.
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(Continued From Saturday)
There Is little Indication of any regularity In the geographic distribution
of the different metals within the
region.
Geographical Distribution of Deposits.
Almost every known type of deposit
Is found In New Mexico.
There are
ores of copper and iron contained in
sedimentary beds; normul, sharply-defineAssure veins, carrying gold, silver, lead, copper, or zinc; wide shear
zones, stringer beds, and lenticular
bodies of ores, both In Intrusive rocks
and In the old
schists;
irregular replacement deposits, usually In Ordovician, Silurian, or Carbon
irregular-contac- t
iferous limestone;
deposits, containing copper, lead and
zinc, but usually poor in gold anil silver, along the boundaries between In
trusive rocks and limestones of any
age; and finally
gravel
beds of Tertiary or recent age.
In a general way the
schists contain fahlbands, shear zones,
and veins of copper and zinc sulphides, low In gold and silver; the Pale
ozoic limestones are apt to harbor the
irregular copper, lead and zinc deposits; often greatly enriched by processes of oxidation and places containing much silver; the intrusive porphyries and granite contain fissure veins
with gold and silver or both, and (In
most cases) minor amounts of the
base metals; and finally, the flows of
rhyolite and andeslte Inclose, at some
places, fissure veins, rich in gold and
silver, but commonly with relatively
small amounts of copper, lead and
ring
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Willard is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line ef the A T. and 8. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water In abundance and It is the only point on the entire new line where
there Is good water and plenty of it. The A,, T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing,
sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance
County,
and its railroads make It easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live,
progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has. Push, It has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to
If
a
are
live
one, Willard
you
Investigate.
wants you. The townsite is owned by
east-Lot-

Willard Town

s

and Improvement

Call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.

JOHN BECKER,
WILBUR

Pres, and Gen, Mgr.
A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.

o.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR,

reason of Homeseekers tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, omewhat overlooked and vacant
open to homestead entry comparatively close in.

...j

yet remains

TIME TO ACT.
type the copper ores, accompanied by
HIRAM T. BROWN,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lenticular streaks of quartz and
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
makes telegraphic transfsre of money to all parts of thi civilized
appear along chlorltic shear Don't Wait For the Final Stages of
U. 1. Mineral Surveyor
zones in amphibolitic rocks,
.
Kidney Illness Profit by Santa
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New Mexles.
world on as liberal terme as are &lvan by any
These types strongly recall the deFe People's Experience.
of
the
scription
Encampment, Wyomagency, public or private. Intereet allowed on time deposits at ths
Occasional attacks of backache, Iring, deposits given by Spencer, and
MAX. FROST.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
or
term.
a
month'
on
six
in their general appearance they also regular urination, headaches and
year'e
rats of three per cent per annum,
dizzy
Attorney at law.
resemble those upon which the gold spells are common early symptoms of Santa Fe
New Mexico.
I Iberal advances mads on consignments of live stock and products.
and copper mines of the Southern Ap- - Kidney disorders.
It's an error to
ImJOHN K. STAUFFER,
not,
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these
The attacks may
Economlcally they
neglect
very
Ths bank txecutei all orders of Its patrons In ths banking line, and
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Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican
to the metal production of the Ter- greater intensity. If there are sympH, B. HOLT,
alms to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as Is conCo., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
bodies toms of dropsy-puffritory, though some
swellings below
sistent with safsty and the principles of sound banking. Safety DeNew Mexico.
may be developed into Important the eyes, bloating of limbs or ankles,
Ciucos,
mines. Placer deposits are connected or any other part of the body, don't
of the public Is reepsotfully
Practices in the district courts as
zinc,
posit boxee for rsi.i. Ths patroness
with some of them, but they are rare- delay a minute. Begin taking Doan's well as before the Supreme Court of
REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
Age of the Deposits.
Kidney Pills, and keep up the treat- the Territory.
In the gold placers, as well as in ly rich.
ment until the kidneys are well, when
some of the bedded Iron and copper
Deposits.
health and vigor will
Almost the entire metal product ion your
deposits, the valuable metals were inROMAN L. BACA,
return. Cures iu Santu Fe prove the
troduced or laid down at the same is obtained from deposits of
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Real Estate and Mines.
effectiveness
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great kidney
time as the accompanying rock was boniferous age, It Is possible that
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knowledge
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mines belong tq the class of eplgenetlc Benton (Cretaceous) and range in age deuce Palace Avenue, says; "SomeG. W. PRICHARD,
times my back aches acutely, someFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
deposits, In which the metals were In- almost up to the present time. With
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
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a
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when
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time
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the acute
loins, and when
One
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MASONIC.
stage, I have been laid up for two and (Ives special attention to cases
During the present reconnaissance of the most positive results of this or three
days at a time. I never took before the Territorial Supreme Court.
particular attention was given to the reconnaissance consists in the accum
Established and Supported by the Territory.
for It as the attacks seemed Ollice, Luughlin Hlk,, Santa Fe, N. M.
Montezuma Lodge No
question of age, in the hope of discern- ulated evidence of their geographical anything
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formation.
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The deposits are divided into two absolutely stopped
even if the criteria are not always sufTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session Is
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
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H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
ficient to determine age in the absence distinct series. The first and earlier
ihree terms of thirteen weeks each.
v
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For
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is directly connected with great Intru
of general geological evidence.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
ROSWBIX Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Two principal ages of ore forma- sive bodies of acidic porphyries and
New York, sole agents for the United
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
Sunshine ?very'dayfrom September to June,
tions have been recognized. The old- granitic rocks, and consists of eon- CHAS. A. LAW,
1, R. A. M.
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Regular
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and
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U. S. Land Office Practice, a
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Specialty.
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periods one late Cretaceous or early imestone. The second and later is
Clayton,
New Mexico,
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For particular, address
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Tertiary, and another extending from connected with the floods of lavas
How Diphtheria Is Contracted.
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which
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truth was that the cold had simply
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Earlier Series.
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States
District
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TREMENDOUS
in
all cur entire stock at great sacrifice.
for the big cut in prices, is to
save time, and work in the Removal of our pro-sen- t
stock in our New Building which we will occupy the early part of January 1907.
At the present time we have the most complete and up to date stock in the City and will
assure you that we shall give you entire satisfaction and the best prices that can bo had not
only in Santa Fe, but anywhere in the Territory.
During all this month we will sell the popular price $5.50 6.00 swd 7.00 Kantian & Son
Shoe for $4.95."
Hamilton Hrown Shoe regular price $4.50
and $5.00 for $3.50 and $4.00
American Lady Shoe regular price $3 50
goes
OutThe
reason

The Clothing Stock will go in the

same

REBER

That this Great Removal Sale will be the
biggest and only Sale that was ever held in the
history of the Capital City.
THE FIRST CHOICE.

AND TAKE

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.
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TURKEYS

1 FRUITS AD
CANDY,

VEGETABLES

OF ALL KINDS

I
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DRESSED

AND

ALIVE
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j Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Oysters.
!
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IN SEASON

NUTS OF ALL KINDS, NEW CROP.

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

i
!

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

BE WISE
Come to our store and inspect
the elegant line of holiday goods

that we are offering at greatly
reduced prices.

When you see the goods and know the
price you will not go out of our store with-

out buying.

It is a rare opportunity to get a nice present for your friends, etc.. at an astonishingly low price.
Prompt delivery and courteous treatment to all.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.
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Why kSiifferwilli
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position at Espiniola

Saturday and registered at the
Palace.
Carl A. Bishop and brldo returned
home this forenoon from their wedding
journey to Albuquerque. They will be
tendered a reception this evening at
the homo nf the groom's parents, M .
and Mrs C. L. Bishop, on the North
side. The reception hours will be fr m
8 to 11 o'clock,
Register Manuel R. Olero of the local United States land office is visit-In- s
his family at Albuquerque and will
remain there until after Christmas.
Mrs. Pearl Clark and Miss Tess
Hartley, of Trinidad, Colorado, are
among the holiday visitors lit Santa
Fe. They arrived late last night nnd
are guests of Judge and Mrs. A. J.
Abbott.
D. E. Cain, general manager of the
southwestern lines of the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific Railroad has resigned and has been appointed assistant
and general manager of
the Denver and Rio tlrandu Railroad to
take effect January 1. Mr. Cain before
going to tho Rock Island was connected
with tho Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway system for many years.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fleming Jones of
Las
Cruces havo returned from a
month's visit to southern California.
Charles S. Henning, chlof engineer of
the surveying party of the Kl Paso and
Southwestern Railroad now running
Incatiori lines of the proposed road between Corona and Dawson, has gone to
Chicago for a holiday visit with his
f.uuilv. On his return his party will
continue surveying.
Mrs. Augustin Deign do and family of
this city have gone to Las Vegas to
spend the holidays.
Wilson Mills, son of Chief Justice and
Mrs. W. J. Mills, Is spending the holidays with his parents at Las Vegas. He
came homo from New Haven, Connecticut, where dels fitting himself to enter
Yale University,
Captain Arthur Trelford. superintendent of tho Territorial Penitentiary,
visited the convict's camp west of Las
Vegas Saturday and Sunday. He found
evorvthlng in good condition.
Mrs, Frost returned last evening via
the Santa Fe from a four weeks' eastern visit.
Mrs. A. Meiuu'tt, of Las Vegas, was
a passenger for the south last evening en roule lo Mexico where she will
visit for some weeks.
Mrs. George K. Kills and child, formerly of this city, arrived in Albuquerque last night from Philadelphia
to join her husband who has gone Into business In the Duke Gity. Mr. Rills is the proprietor of the building
wherein the Claire Hotel is situated.
William Lofink, one of the best
known miners in south
Santa Fe
County, has taken a lease on the well
known Agnes mine In Lazarus gulch
In the Golden
mining district for the
year 1!II7 and will work that property during the year. The Agnes promises to yield a good return.
It is a
claim bearing gold quartz.

Telephone 14

Subscribe for the Daily Xew
and get the news.

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
WILL CURE
RHRUMAT1SM, CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friedel, Pallas, Tex.
writes : I use Mallard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relievos burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

balm, put up in beautiful nickel capped glass Jara
'Ma. Such soothing agents as Oil Eucalyptus.
Thymol, Menthol, etc., are incorporated into a
velvety, cream like Petrolatum, imported by Dr.
Hhoop from Europe. If Catarrh of the nose and
throat has extended to the stomach, then by all
meausalso use internally, Dr. Shoop's Restorative,
Stomach distress, a lack of general strength,
bloating, belching, biliousness, had taste, eta
urely call for Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
For uncomplicated catarrh only of the nose and
Ihroat nothing else, however, need be used but

at

Dr.

Shoop's
Catarrh Guro
FISCTTElt

DRUG COMPANY

-:- 0:-

Formula de Enumeracion,
pllego.
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
y
pllego.
Preceptores,
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
Contrato do Combustible,
pllego.
ST. LOUIS, MO..
Nolns Obligaciones, 23c por 50.
Llbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisors de
Sold and Recommended by
Caminos, 2ijc.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet,
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 73c per Do
zen.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
THEY ARE JUST THE THING
Mortgage, full sheet.
YOU CAN GET THEM FROM
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
sheet.
letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
SATURDAY, DEC. 29.
"Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
Matinee
3:30
sheet.
8:45
Evening
Satlsfaclon of Mortgage,
sheet.
WARD AND GRENELL
sheet.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
Present the Merry, Jingling, Musical
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Froperty,
sheet.
Chatlle Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 12
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Morlgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
THE LATEST THING IN LAUGHS
sheet.
FROM
DIRECT
NEW YORK
sheet.
Option,
PRETTY GIRLS, CLEVER SPECIAL
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
TIES', NEW SONG HITS
Notaries' Notice of Publication,

24,

All

the Christinas

1906.

DOLLS ARE
READY

SUM IS
Goods

UMBRELLAS

9

are Ready
'

LAMPS

KID GLOVES
PANCY GOODS

l'TR- SETC.

Everything useful and ornamental or your Home, Family
or Prionds-W- o
assure you that
you'll find greater variety-Ne- wer

& better styles
More
exclusive novelities and a
r

assortment of everything in the Holiday Goods
other Store

U'nd than in any
in Santa Fe.

tino.

IF

2

YOU CANNOT

COME TO SEE

SANTA CLAUS
WIRE, WRITE OR TELEPHONE

Selections made NOW, SANTA
Xmas Eve.
P.

O.

-- o-

Box419.

CLAUS

PhonNo.

US.
WILL deliver
3(1.

Some Fine Pattern Hats
For Xmas Gifts.

2

MISS A. MUGLER

OPERA HOUSE

2

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron' and Brass
Beds,
Upholstered
Dressing Tables, Couches, Etc, Just Received.

Furniture,

EMBALMING

AND

2

UNDERTAKING

'

Farce-Comed-

A SPECIALTY.

HOOLIGANS

San Francisco St.

306--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

;

10.

1.

TROUBLES

HOOLIGAN BAND

PARADE
GRAND CHALLENGE ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION
Matinee
25c, 50c
50c, 75c, $1.00
Evening

Tickets

the Ireland rharniacy

sit.

LEGAL BLANKS.
TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.
The Xew Mexican Printing Coin
pany has the largest facilities and

CONFORMING

most modern machinery for doing all
hinds of Printing and Wilding in first'
class style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers. I'amphlels and Book
work a specially. Host Hook Bindery
in tho Southwest.
Mining Blanks,
Amended Location Xolice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
Power, of an Attorney,
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
'
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per Book.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
BUI of Sale Range
Delivery,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
Cerlificale of Brand,
sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
.Vppeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
2

To prnvp unqiiPstionab!y,nd beyond an y donbt
that Catarrh of Ihn nose and throat can be cured,
1 am
furnishing patients through druggists, small
tree Trial Hoxi's of Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure.
I do this Ijomuse I am so curtain, that Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Cum will bring actual substantial help.
Nothing certainly, is so convincing as a physical
test of any article of real, genuine merit. But that
article must possess true merit, else the test will
condemn, rather than advance it. Dr, Shoop's
Catarrh Cure is a snow white, healing antiseptit

ARE
READY

2

2

CATARRH

TOYS

DECEMBER

4

city

Hats, Caps, over and under garments will
follow suit.
Best grade Prints 1:2, 14 and 15 yards for
dollar now your choice "0 yards for a dollar.
Two hundred pieces of best outing
tlannel, former prices 8 and 10 yds. for a dollar
now they will go 11 yds. for a dollar.
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
goods in every department will be sold still at
greater cut.

COME EARLY

Agucro has

Oo

order.

flOW

miwuiihl inLmiun

as governess and nor mother has been
with her there for several mouths.
T. I). Hums of Tierra Ainarllla, who
spent a few days In the Capital whilw en
route home from a trip to California,
left tills forenoon via the Denver and
Rio Graiido Railroad, He reached the

00- -

sheet.
talner,
sheet.
Itepluvln Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Cutnphilnt,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet,
Coniniltmonl,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment, Writ,
sheet,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
,T.
P. Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arrester,
pllego.
Auto de Prislon,
pllego.
Declaraclon .lunula,
pllego.
Certillcado de Nonvbramlento,
pllego.
Flenzn Olklal,
pllego,
Fiaiiza Olielal y .lurainenlo,
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato de Partido,
pllego.
Escrltnra de Ronuncia,
pliego.
Documpnlo GaranlUado,
piego.i
llipoteca de Bienes Mueblos,
pllego.
extensa
Docuniento Garatitizado,
forma entera, pllego heno.
Cerlificado de Matrimonii, lOccada

MCMTinMU

Ueorsto Ingowiirin of ICentwood, Louisiana, arrived In tho city last night,
joining his wife and two llttlti daugli-tor- s
who havo beun sojourning here for
seviiral wele. He will remain until
after the holiday season and possibly
Mr. Inguruaun la a contractor
longer.
and builder at Kent wood, which is a
suburb of New Orleans.
Frank I'loniteaux of Black Rock has
arrived In the city and Is visiting hi
family at 114 Cerrillos Streot. He came
to spend the holidays.
Mrs. Kdlpltadu Ag.iero and daughter
Henrietta lire here from Kspanola.
They readied the city Saturday. Miss

Removal Sale

for $3

DCDCHWAI

MONDAY,

2

Non-Min-

2

2

4

4

4

H. S. HAUJVE & COMPANY
GOOD

Phone 26.

THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

lieet.

sheet.
sheet.
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,

Quit Claim

Deed,

2

2

Affidavit,

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry, 4 074c,
sheet
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

..We are tm packing new goods every
Eastern Pack of Canned Goods ore

Our Rlahelleu Brand ot
Richelieu Corn,
Extra Fine Sifted Peaa, Extra Fine Strlngless Beans, Etc.

NEW RAISINS,
CITRON,
ORANGE
PEEL,
NEW ALMONDS,

day,
now

in.

CURRANTS,
LEMON PEEL,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,
NEW PECANS,

NEW FILBERTS, ETC.
Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Santa Fe Raised Celery.
us have your order for your Chiistmias Turkey.
finest line ot Candies in the City.

let

We have the

EXTRA FANCY CELERY- - FRESH BALTIMORE

OYSTERS

sheet.
sheet.
4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness, 4 074,
sheet,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a Non-re- s
ident Entryman,
sheet.
Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
er, $3,50. Postage, Leather, lGc, pa
per, 14c.
Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
$9.50, postage, 45c.
pode of Civil Procedure, full Leath
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
Affidavit,

2

2

2

2

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
Bring the children and let them select what Santa Claus should
bring them- FOR THE OLD FOLKS:
have just received a fine Jine of Pictures, Frames, and Fancy Mattings; also Picture Mouldings, attractive Pictures and Materials of all Sorts.
CUT PRICES- You can not name anything in my line that I do not carry. Fit up
your home where you can get everything you want at bottom rock.
Furnishings for Kitchen to Garret. Pay Cash and get a DISCOUNT.
Easy Payments and ALL THE TIME YOU WANT. Furniture that Is
found nowhere else In the city, Stoves, Ranges, Lamps and Bed
Room Suites, Come and be Convinced.
I

D. S. LOWITZKI.

7c.

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $0.50 a volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
J. P. Olvll Docket, $2.75.
Postage, 45c.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
4S0 Page Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,
e

e

Lower San Francisco Street,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ixcoaroiuTVDi

H. B. Gun wright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flow mm4 Potatoes. Stationery.
Patent Medleiae and Grocers' Sundries.

4

PROMPT ATTENTION MVON HAM.

OMIM.

e

ajjrtArs.M.if.1

.00.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty

of

INO end ENLARGING.
Attention,

DEVELOPING, PRINT;
Mall Orders Given Promp

Send for Catalogue.

LADIES

....

Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening Hats.

Cattting License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Notification of Change In Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
flaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders- 2

Plumes, Laces and

Mollnes

2

,1-- 2

A. Pfl
UflUlllin
nunLAnu o uu.

CARL

510 South Broadway
losangbles-cauf- .

220 San Francisco

St

k MS HOP & CO,

MRS. LYNG.

Insurance-Sure- ty

LEVI A. HUGHB8.

'

FRANCISCO rfsLGADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate
We have some choice property for tho person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
Office West 8ide of Plaza,
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.

Bonds

LS"

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

ceived today by express at Fischer
Drug Co.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
The regular monthly conclave of
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, Knights
Templar, will be held In Masonlo
Christmas eve.
SoDon't forgot to lian g up your stocking Hall at 7:30 o'clock this evening.
Sir Knights are cordially Injourning
tonight,'
to be present.
The Inquisitive small boy will be keep- vited
A nice line of holiday goods to seing one. eye open tonight In a vain lect from at Fischer Drug Co.
endeavor to net a glimpse of the sure
In order that the large force of the
enough Santa Claus.
New Mexican Printing Company might
The newest boxes of stationery nt
their Holiday and Christmas turreasonable prices at Fischer Drug enjoy
key tomorrow, there will be no Issue of
Company,
the dally. The employees have been
"The Pastures" who have been
have had plenty
at 113 liallnteo street will give a per- paid very good wages,
ef work, havo been treated
very
formance at the Opera House to night.
courteously and kindly and have spen
The finest perfumery and the fresh most of their
earnings with the business
est candy In town are to be had at men of
Fe thus aiding greatly In
Santa
Fischer Drug Company's new store.
the general volume of business and o
Late seng hits, jingling musical num- the
prosperity of the town. They want
bers, pretty girls, dances and specialties ed a holiday and they took It. Here Is
are all features of "HOOLIGAN'S
hoping that they will enjov It.
TROUBLES," the musical farce comedy.
Step In at Fischer Drug Company's
'Happy' appears on the stage In a con- store and examine their stock of Xmas
densation of the cartoons that havo goods. It will pay you.
made his name famous, and his humor
Reco-and brief work turned out by
is quite as contagious as that of the cothe New Meilcan 1'rlntlng Company fer
mic supplements. The part Is played
attorneys is always of the best, cleanest
by Billy A Ward a comedian or conand most satisfactory.
Figures as low
siderable repute. At the Opera House as
with
work
compatible
here Saturday December 2d.
Bring your records and briefs to the
Fresh Allcgretti Candy In half, one, New Mexican Printing CompaDv and
two, three and five pound boxes re support the largest manufacturing es'

14 K
Hunting

"

71, 126.00

Solid Cold

for It Today

iiiflumio
,EViELERS
w

,

C.,.

72, 15.00

I4K Solid Gold Brooch
or Chatelaine Pin. Very

roadway and fourth St. Heay.
Los Angeles, California Carved.

Elgin or Waltham Movement

Exquisitely
Rote

A DOLLAR IN BANK
than

a dollar In

your pocket, because
You know it Is safer;
You

are not

so liable

to spend

it

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit it here for a
given time.
Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?
Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

THE N0RMANDIE HOTEL
in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

First-Clas- s

Corner Don Gaspar Avenue and Water St.
--

IN

CONNECTION

WITH

Bon Ton Restaurant
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.

sh,t?rdr:

John V. Conway.

--

"What to Buy," is a specter, which, like "Banquo's Ghost," will not down.
If you will allow us, wo think, wo cau assist
you In this perplexing problem, by a few timely suggestions, like the following:

Presents lot Boys
"B. & B." Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,
Single-Barre-

Finish.

Presents lot Girls
Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,
Writing Desks,

Santa Fe Livery Stable
CORRICK & HUMPHREY,

FIRST-C1VAS-

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE RIGS

120

jt

jt

"!8

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases,
Chafing Dishes.
If you wish your Christmas dinner to hp
perfect, you should purchase
Link
Roaster," the best roaster for Poultrv or Meat on
the market.
There are hundreds of articles, besides those
mentioned, which we
for sale at prices as low as is consistent, and which we will be
pleased
to show you.
of-l-

ing Company.

The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
work in short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their
oroers..
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; papur bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, H; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.

A flue and extensive
assortment of
me latest styles of Jewelry has Jus
oeen purcaased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
Biuiue ana as represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jew- en 3 is a specialty the finest and
oest work iu that line Is turned nut
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets
rino-locnets, nairpins, scarf pins, ladles
breast plus, In gold or silver,
filigree
worn manufactured at home and in
the shops of the company by
special
uesigu aim to suit customers In short
oraer and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'ja
uel Church stamps, in
great numbers
ana at a low price. Store and
factory
208 Don
Gaspar Avenue,
Laughlin
uuiming.

N.

LED qEHSCq .
ind

".ALERS '

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL,

our
customer: say to their friends, "ETery statement
mi ly S. Spita
can be relied upon" ii the rery beit recommendatioi we can atari

THE NEW MEXICO

HENRY KRICK
8ole Agtnt For

Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Ava, Santa Fa, N. M.
Telephone No. 38.

Montezuma

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth ot equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by en officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

N.

M.

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with'
people in Denver. Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas. Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonBe-le-

sails

'

- mm

m

sAtT and sEEDs.

The New Mexican Prlntln
Com.
pany Is prepared to All promptly and
THE ONLY EXCLUHVf BRAIN HO U8E IN SANTA
THE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
FI, NEW MEXICO.
HOUSE.
visiting cards, marriage announceAn excellent place to take your
ments, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as
meals and rest. The best In the city.
compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Members of the Legislature--an- d
othMexican office and examine
ersDon't forget this.
$25 per
samples
month. Near Capitol building, 114
Butchers' shipping certificates, such sua prices.
Cerrlllos Road.
as are required by law, printed In
MRS. BRAULIA PLOMTEATJX,
blank form by the New Mexican
The New Mexican Printing Company
Proprietress. Printing Company.
has on hand a large supply of
pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents in book form,
much the largest asset we hare in our bailiees.
To hare

A

J

GRAIN, POTATOES,

(RETAIL

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In
any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.
THE

PLAZA

BARBER

for. Reliability is our watchword and
erery sale we make if rioted
only after the purchase provea entirely satisfactory. It U a great
satisfaction to buy at a itore like tkia.
artiele tamea with

able than the telegraph.

si"'

I. SPARKS,

manager.

Imj

it our guaraatM.

Jeweler, Dealer
S. SPIT7 f iManufacturing
Watches, Jewelry. Diamond..

SHOP

WILLIAM H PARSL-,3- ,
Prop.
Leading Tontorlal Parlor In Santa Fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuks.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three first- -

Clan Baton.

-

. .

FLOUR, rAY,

WHOLESALE

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

East Side of Plaza, South ot Postal
Telegraph Office,

Ever Shown in Santa Fe at the

For Ladies

Don't forget our large and complete
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
bindery and job department. All work TUo C
rv
.
handled promptly and In the most
.jama IC P.,,
ruigree and
manner. One trial makes you
Jewelry Manufacturpermanent patron.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

Lars est Stock of

Bon Bon Dishes.

a

San Francisco Street.

An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
If silla Valley.
(

CHAS. CLOSSON.

!

SERVICE

S

LIVERY STABLE

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Props.

LIVERY BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

NO. 9

Decorated Cups and Saucers,

Ever-Read-

They'll be dancing under the mistle
toe tomorrow evening at Elks' hall at the
fortnightly ball of the Capital City Club.
Being Chris tl m as night the Invitation
1st has been augmented for the occa
sion and it Is expected to be one of the
most delightful dancing soirees of the
season.
The collego girls and boys
home on the holiday vacation will be
there In force and add to the merri

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

Watches,

"AT' Pocket Knives,

-

101

Shotguns,

Fot Gentlemen

tabllshmtnt In this city which gives
steady employniont to a great many men
and supports over twenty families iu
good living, year In and year nut. The
more work for the New Mexican Print
ing Com pan v In Santa Fe, the greater
the number of employees, th better for
the business of the city.
FREE TONIGHT At Billiard Parlots in Catron Dlock. Come one, Come

ment.
The "Royal Slave" threatrical com
pany reached the city last nifcht from
Paso en route to Alamosa and the
troupe spent the night here at the Hotel
Claire. The manager of the show tried
to make arrangements with the man
agement of the local opera house to
give a performance here last night but
Manager A. M. Dettlebach turned a
deaf ear to the proposition on account
of Its being Sunday. Mr. Dettlehaeh
draws the line on Sunday snows.
The relatives of Charles Johnson, a
truck driver of Chicago, have been
found by detectives
In the Windy
will be sent
City and the remains
from Albuquerque
to Chicago for
burial. Johnson shot himself In the
head with a pistol on a Santa Fe train
while it was passing Lamy.
The postofllce will have its general
delivery and register windows
open
tomorrow from 9 to 10 o'clock. The
carriers will make one delivery and
one collection of mail tomorrow

l

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes,
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,
Carpenter's Tools.

Foot-Ball-

Let's Talk It Over

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

CALL UP PHONE

The Question

HABERDASHERY

nil.

Is worth more to you

has almost arrived, but, if you wish It to lie a
really "Merry Christmas,"
your share In the giving of presents, for there Is no Joy like
that of miikiiii; others happy.

.viiu must, do

--

No.
No.

Best Day of All the Yea

Boy's

EIRE'S

monds. Watches, Jewelry, SilverThe newest styles.
ware,
The
buying advantages of our three large
stores mean a saving for you. The
suggestions in this Catalog will
make your Christmas shopping easy.
Write

:THE

s

Come In

FIVE,

CHRISTMAS

It's the one subject on which most men are perfectly
frank and we are no exception to the rule. There's never
any use trying to hide the fact that you are a
you're bound to be found out. Hot air can take a balloon up a long way but it can't keep it there, and when
a fellow's turning
up among the clouds he's naturally feeling good. But in the end there always comes
a time when the parachute fails to work.
We don't
know of anything that's quite so dead as a man who's
fallen three thousand feet off the edge of a cloud.
Speaking seriously, however, it Is true, in these days
of specializing, that the average man hasn't time to Inform himself as to what Is proper In the matter of apparel and In the end must take his clothier's word for
it. He might give him a "square deal" and then he
might dump something off on him that he wants out of
his place of business. Then his selection meets the derisive scorn of his wife or the enduring pity of his lady
friend. Clothes are our business that's our speciality.
Anything bought here will meet the approval of those who
know.
Let us help you select your Christmas gifts. We
carry many eminently suitable and appreciable articles for
Yule Tide remembrances.

EDITION

Illustrations."';!,

I

--

New Jewelry Catalog No. 49
80 patfes. 2.000

PAGE

We Don't Like Self Praise But

first-clas- s

CHRISTMAS

MEXICAN, SANTA EE, X. M.

HABERDASHERY

..

BEAUTIFUL

2!W

8AICTA FE

1906.

24,

SSSSSSSSSSSO

iifllaj

BOUGHT to any
parts in the Country; send ticket
in and get cash tor it: tran
sactlona guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, "18 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M,

Hank

Tw

U,

Darn

a Citi

wan, PutiHr an Unaa Utrnm

Nsm

Wfcrth

Mm

SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : ;

....

BMfcata,

TTf

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
Electrical Baths
$1.60
25
Other Baths
Parlors located West Side Plar.n
W. H. KERR, Proprietor

a Mb

V

NO FANCY

.

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT. BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLP.H SELIGM AN.

PAGE

8AKTA

SIX.

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Jluntilns time between the two
WANTED
points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Hired Girl or Cook.
Camp Noedmoro, free of charge,
Frank Dlfoert.
accommodated
by
Excursion parties
notifying the company two days in
FOR RENT Four-roohouse,
advance.
quire "M", New Mexican.

AGENTS FOR THE BUICK AND POPE TOt EDO AUTOMOBILES.

Roswell Automobile Co.

w
w
w

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Good location.
M. C. Miller.

AGENTS
Canvassers, mixers, peddlers, solicitors, mail order people,
etc., should buy Kramer's Book of
Trade Secrets.
Regular price $5.00.
but balance of last edition for $1.2G
as long ns they last. Guaranteed. Order quick. Sioux Publishing Co., Sutherland, Iowa.

EL PASO ROUTE

m

in-

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or lor sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.

New Mexic.

Roswell,

copper

FINE FRUiT RANCH FO SALE,
One of the best fruit ranches Id
northern Santa Pe Countj, about twen
ty miles from this city, Is for salo;
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
,
Santa Tv
Max. Frost, Box No.
New Hexleo.

l
if

w

r

m
w

For any of the ordinary diseases of
the skin Chamberlain's Salve Is excel
lent. It not only allays the itching
and smarting but effects a cure. For
sale by all druggists.

m

K
W

If you want anything on

This handsome Bolid vestibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sieepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, East and Southeast.

TAKE
THE.

NEW

8

Santa Fc Central Rail

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

T IXvEE T L13d3
No

til.

NEW
-

I.

Agent,

Dallai, Texas.

SXXXSXXXXSXXXSSSSSSSXSSkXX

XSSI I

Santa Fe Central Railway System,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, v. a TOtfliANCE

PAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

QATEWAY..

8TEAaMi TICCTC

SERVICE.

Statious.

Ml
6
6

Alt)

No 2

Lv7. 7. Santa F...Arr
"
"

7,000 4.20 p
8,650 4 Ou p
....Douaclana...
" ...Vega Blauoa.. " 6.400 iUIS p
2i "
Kennedy.... "" 6.0A0 3.10 p
2ii "
6,125 2.50 p
Clark
" 6,370 li.10 p
41 "
Stanley
"
52 "
6.250
1.35 p
Morlarty...
61 "
Mcintosh... " 6,175 .10 p
69 "
Eitaneia.... " 6,140 12 45 p
81 "
Wlllard.... "" 6,125 11.25 a
92 " ....Prog-reuo..- .
6,210 10.55 a
" 6,285 lu.30
99 "
Blanca
116 Arr....Torrttuo..Lve 6,471
9.50 a
10

TO ALL PART 8 OF THE WORLC

Montana, Washington, and the Great
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with) Golden State
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman berths reserved by wire.
For rates and information address
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent, Santa F
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leavoa Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.

:

n

No. '21
No. 721!
No. 725

10:40 a. m.
0.50 p. m.
11:15 p. m.

i

Depart.

Strrta Pu,

Palace,
Denver; George R Touney, Raton; D. J. ITerron, East Las Vegas;
George Ingemann, Kentwood, Louisiana.
Claire.
John H, McCutchen, Albuquerque;
C. G. Bell, Silver City: A. Joseph, Ojo
Caliente; M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu; E,
Lopez, La Jara, Colo.; Harry Cooper,
Albuquerque; C. V. Safford, Aztec; J.
R. Enos, Denver; Mr. and Mrs Liber-atOtero, Williard; J. L. Wiley, Trinidad; Rexe Rosselli, Earl Keono, Ray
Bindor, New York; E. L. Woods, wife
and child, Oakland, California; W, D.
Pages, Coon Hollow; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Hoyt, Hazel Rice, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Rowland, New York,
Normandie.
G. O. Clark Ann
Arbor, Michigan;
Frank Zimmons, Los Angeles; Simon
Alderete, San Marcial; George Coors,
Raton; Antonio Jose Romero, Pojoa-que- ;
Roaque Tcdesque, Lamy; Jose P.
Ortiz, Cow Springs; J, L. Kugler, T.
Fallon, Alamosa; Charles Urban, Lake
City; C. C. Moore, Fort Morgan; E.
Miller, Denver; Jesse. McGhee, Estan-cla- ;
Juan Gallegos, Pinos Wells; H.
Cnndelnrio, Manzano; J. M. Seay,
Mr. and Mrs, Eutlmio Luna,
Cienega; Mrs. Juan Gallegos, Sonora;
Martin Sanchez, Pnnta de Agua;
Montoyn, Tomas Delora, Tomas
Romero, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Humphrey, Raton.
Coronado.
Teodocio Trujillo, Jose D. Montoya,
Chnmita; Jose P. Duran, Mrs. E, Lopez, La Jara, Colorado; H. Landis,
Boulder; Cosme Herrera, Espanola;
L. E. Weaver, Chicago; U. S. McCab-an- ,
Espanola; Edward Heacock, San
Francisco; W. C. Rogers, San Antonio; N. Ch. Tazhlapovi, Albuquerque;
Louis Moreutpy, New York.

'

VHT

I

722
No. 724
No, 720
Nc

special attention given to handlln g of passengsrs and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicag o, RocV Wrnd 4 Pacific
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicit ef

Rail-wa-

P

r;r.

S. B. GRIM3HAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

W. H. ANDREWS,
and Gen, Mgr.

pr(.

FRANK

DIBERT,

Arat Sec'y and Treat.

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

TO
Connection nt Donrttr with a9 Ubum Eut and WmL
Time an Quick and Rate at Low as Othar Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, m all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.

Apo-Icui- o

Agent,
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
City Ticket Office, Catron Block, east narrow gauge via Salida, making the'
side Plaza. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGB
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
also for all points on Creede bianch.
RATES SANTA FE CENTRAL.
S. K. HOOPER,
Christmas and
During the 1900-0holiday season, the Santa Fe Central
has instructed
its agents to sell
round trip excursion tickets under the
The
Tickets for
following conditions:
American
round trip between points on the SanCollection
ta Fe Central may be sold by the
agents at the rate of one regular first
Agency.
class fare between December 22 anil
No fee charged
December 31, 1900, and on January 1,
unless col'cctlo
107. The tickets so sold shall be
is made. We malt e
collections in all parts of the U S
good for continuous passage ;ln each
ANTHONY P.WILSON,
direction, the start to be made on the
Attorney.
day the ticket is sold. Tickets will
413 Kansas. Avenue,
be good for return until and on JanKANSAS.
TOPf.KA,
!
uary 4.

BOO K BINDERS

Best Equipped and

....

lost

lodern

Book

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA
FE,
By ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Chairman.
Attest:
MARCOS

CASTILLO,

Clerk.

For XllaatrnteA Adrertiaiftar Natter r Information AddreotK
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. md T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. .

BLANKS-Whole- sale

Loose Leaf Ledgers

or Retail- -A

SPECIALTY

Commercial Bank Books

and Briefs for Lawyers.

j

Records

THE

DAILY

NEW MEXICAN

AND

REALTY

COMPANY.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

-

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

Business of

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room Hotsse.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

Fruit Trees.
1M

EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

Large
Plenty of
thm

Pilae Avmms.

Na.

lit,

Kentucky Saloon
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco St.
Only the flneat of Imported wines and cordials served to customers
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestic and imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.

261

'

AT LOWEST
ALL

PAID.

Attended to.

Non-Residen- ts

All Work Guaranteed
ADDRESS

ir

(lew pieiico Employment Bureau

BLANK BOOK

Company

Publishers of

Bindery in the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL

the Board of County Commissioners,
and saime ean be seen and all information and data required may be obtained of I, H. and W. M. Rapp, Las
Vegas, architects." All bids shall be
filed with the clerk of the Board of
before ten
County Commissioners
o'clock a. m December 28th, 1906, at
which day and hour the bids wJill be
opened and the contract awarded;
the board reserving the right to reject any anal all bids; and the bids
to cover the furnlsHiing and setting
in 'place of the said cells, doors and
equipment, according to the specifications and plans.

The Pew Mexican

. .

Scenic Line of tfct WotloV'

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

to cure It yon must take Internal remedies.
Hull's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood anil mucous
Hull s I atarrh Cure Is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country lor yean and
Is a regular prescription.
It is composed of
BOLHD the best tonics known, combined with the
best blood purlHers. acting directly on the
No426
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
of the two ingredients it what produces such
3.30p wonderful results In curing I atarrh. Send
1
p for testimonials free.
F. J. CHKNKY A CO.. Props,, Toledo, 0.
UMo
Sold by Druggists, price 'So.
H:aitp
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
10:2tp

.

A. L. GR,M3HAW,
4. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Apt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Aanaral Offices, Sarta Ft, New Mexico.

44

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

8:15 a. m.
Ho 428. Ull.c
htutlout
4:20 p. m.
H
Ar..
7:40 p. m. 11:00a ....U....L...SButa
Lv..
...M.... " ...tispauola
connects with Nos. 10 and 12:61p
" ..
2:11 p ...53.... " ...Kuibudo
" ..
3:111) p ...til..,. " ...Burrauiitt
2 east and No. 3 limited west.
"
" .,
4:02 p. ..81....
...Servllletii
"
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west,
"
4:31! p ,.
..
Fledras.
,. lU:0u i,
.Trei
.!....
" ., 8:10p
HI.... " ...Antoulto
No. 724 connects with No, 7 and 9 6:45p
S : Ji) p ..103.... "...Alain
"
.. 6:40a
Subscribe for the Dally New
la
west.
" ,, ll:0Sp
arflu a ..28!.... "...Puehl
.
and get the news.
"
4:35
rlug-i.831....
..
1
"...Colo.s
a.
p
No.
stops at all stations.
J:30a ..408.... Ar. ..Deliver
lr.. 7:00 p
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
NOTICE OF BIDS.
to Albuquerque, to discharge passenTrains stop at Embudo lor 6 van
Bids are hereby called for to be
gers from Santa Fe.
where good meals are served.
made by any and all persons desiring
No. 721 will leave Lamy at 9:40 a.
At Antoulto for Durango, Sllverton
to furnish and set the steei cells,
m. and will not wait for No, 2 from and Intermediate points.
steel doors and equipment In the new
the west.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
jail. The plans and specificaG. H. DONART,
intermediate' points via the stand-- 1 county
tions for same have been approved by
Santa Fe, N. M.
No. 720

Connections at Torrance, New Me xlco, with El Paso A Southwestern
At Kennedy and Santa Fa,
and Chicago, Rock Island 4 Pacific Railways.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Tope ka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fi
with the Denver 4. Rio Grends Railr oad.

SYSTEM

i

6. SYSTEM

B4ST BOURD

H. A.

DENVER & ftIO GRANDE

,

About Digestion.
It is not the quantity of food taken
but the amount digested and assimi-- j
lated that gives strength and vitality!
to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets invigorate the
stomach ami liver and Pliable them
The re-to perform their functions.
suit is a relish for your food, increased strength and weight, greater en-- ,
durance and a clear head. Price 23
cents. Samples free. For sale by all
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
druggists,
with LOCAT, APP; ICATIONS. athey canno
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh la a
blood or constitutional disease, and lm rder

Dec ember 10th. 1905.

s

T. D. Burns, Tierra Amarilla: S. H.
Fields, St. Joseph; George A. Flannl-gan- ,

Spring Chicken

Santa Fe Branch.

and

itMiera,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

GAME.

Effective

6

Mexico.

Raton.

c

Wiennerwurst
Pork Sausage
Eggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Carne,
Frijoles and Navy Beans
Pozole, Tamalea
OYSTERS.
scalloped, Pan RoastFried, Stewod,
ed, Oyster t.oaf, Raw, Any Old
Style.
FISH.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
Salmou, Pike,
Shrimps, Halibut,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.

W. A. GORMAN,

e

sev-er-

D, &. R.

1908,

j

1

LOCAL

24,

Railway Company.

deposits

distance into the sedimentary rocks.
At Jarllla, Otero county, a laccolith
mass of porphyry has bulged up the
Carboniferous limestones and In certain strata has produced contact deposits carrying gold values, with garnet, epidote, and hematite gangue. In
the porphyry and extending out into
the sedimentary rocks are quartz
veins, some of which carry principally gold and some gold and copper. Erosion of these velnlets has formed the
placers at the eastern foot
of the hills.
The conspicuous Orange range in
Dona Ana County, east of Las Cruces,
is
southward into the
continued
Franklin range and northward into the
San Andreas range. The Organ range
consists chiefly of granite with associated porphyries, and this granite has
been regarded as
by
This is erroneouus,
writers.
though it is possible that the
of the range. The granite forms
a large laccolith stock Intrusive Inte
Carboniferous limestone and probably
continues northward into the
San Andraes range. For a distance of several miles the limestone is
contact metamorphosed, with the development of garnet and payable
bodies of now partly oxidized chalcopyrite, Deposits of lead and zinc
ores occur short distances nway from
the contact in the limestone. The
granite is traversed by a system of
east west fractures, which contain
quartz with gold or silver bearing sulphides.
The small but conspicuous mountain
group of Tres Hermanns rises near
the Mexican boundary in the southern
part of Luna county. In the northerly foothills lead and zinc deposits associated with garnet and wollastonlte
and of typical
character have been formed where
granite adjoins the Carboniferous
limestone. Until recently only lend
ores were mined at Tres Hermanns,
bbut lately large quantities of oxidized
zinc ores have been discovered, Here
again, the granite contains a number
of narrow quartz elns with silver bear'
ing lead ores.
Near Hachita, in southern Grant

Teal Duck

DECEMBER

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

BON TON RESTAURANT.
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.
MEATS.
w
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., wltl P. H. Steaks
Pork Chops
K the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for Veal Cutlets
Ham and Eggs
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Mutton Chops
Liver and Bacon

P. TunNia,

Gb. Passenger

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

1

.20 p
iH p
2.00 p
2 26 p
2.60 p
3 40 p
4.10 p
4 35 p
5.05 p
6.30 p
6.55 p
7.15 p
8.15 p
1
1

For schedules, Tatea and other information, call on or address,
E. W. CURTIS,
Cwthwetttrn Vaumger A tent.
. . IL PAKO,

North Bound

South Bound

Mountain Time

Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p. m.

y

Effective Monday, February 26, 190

FAST
TRAIN.
TRAIN

eartb try

New Mexican "ad."

MONDAY,

county, the low Apache Hills show irregular intrusions of monzonitlc por.
phyries through Paleozoic limestone.
Contact metnmorphlsm with garnet
The line of this railway from Raton to Cimarron, N. M including the
and chalcopyrite is in evidence along
Koehler Branch, Is now open for FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
the boundary line of the formations,
Due notice will be given of opening of otiher extensions,
from one of the deposits, called the
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
Apache mines, oxidized copper ores
Daily Except Sunday.
exIn
an
are shipped, which occur
Distance
Train No. 1
Train No 2
tremely coarsely crystalline limestone.
from
The Hachita range 'consists of foldP. M.
Raton
ed and faulted Carboniferous and proP. M.
strata
Cretaceous
(Comanche
bably
Arr
2:00
Lve
12:25
(a) Raton
of
porformation), with a ntework
7
Lvo
2:30
12:01
Clifton House Lve
phyry dlkeB and sills. Limestone and
13
Lve
3:00
11:40
P.eston Arr
(b)
dikes are cut by a system of north20
Lve
11:10
Koehler Junct Arr
' ,!:oo
easterly trending fissure veins which
23
Arr
11:30
Arr
Koehler
contain galena and zinc blende. In
'
4 00
33
10:25
Lve (c) Vermcjo Lvo
nt least one place, "The Copper Dick"
41
Lve
Lve
9:45
Cerrososo
4:35
mine, where payable copped ores are
47
Arr
Lve
9:25
5:00
Cimarron
found, the Cretaceous limestone has
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
been converted into garnet and chalin Dawson, N. M at 4:25 P. M.
copyrite.
"Connects with El Paso & Southwes Tu Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
A large laccolith mass of porphyry
N. M at 10:05 a. m.
Dawson,
struta
Santa
at
domes up the
Rita,
Track Connection with A., T. & S. P. Ry.
(a)
In
Grant county,
Hanover, and Flerro,
(b) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. fly.
At the two latter places limestones
Livery Service to Van 'Houten, fl. M.
rock
in contact with the intrusive
,
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
have been metaphorphosed and contain
deposits of chalcopyrite
In places with considerable amounts
of zinc blende. Garnet, epidote, and
F.
P. A.
New
magnetite are abundant gangue mater
lals. Throuhgout the district
fissures occur, principally in the r I
I
r.
porphyry, In these gold values are 5
generally low, but copper and someREMINGTON
times lead and zinc are more important. Where little quartz is present
and the veins consist principally of
narrow streaks of sulphides, second
TYPE WRITERS
p
ary enrichment has doubtless played
an important part in the formation of
ore of workable grade.
lieWMEXlCAR PBIMTUW CO
(To Be Continued Wednesday)

with economically Important ore bodies of chalcopyrite,
accompanied by
garnet gangue, In Carboniferous limestone. Here again a system of small
but rich fissure veins Intersects the
laccolith and even extends for a short

Fine Duslnesa property
FOR SALE
San Francisco St. 0. C. Watson & Co.

Two of the beat known and best
Address all communications and in
machines for all purposes ou the
market.
quirles to the

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA EE. N. M.
(Continued From Page Three.)

WANTS

Roswell Automobile Co
Mall niul Passenger Line between
'
Roswell, N. M and Torrance, N, M.,
dally Sunday Included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Pe Centlal Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock
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SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Beit
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

Belen is 31 mile south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

LEW, N.
li the

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

juno-ti- oi

East and West from Chicago, Kansaa City, Galveato and
points East to San Francisco, Loa Angeles, El Paio and

GOLFand
GUILE

1,000 business and residence lots, size tliUC feet, laid
out with broad 10 and
streets, with alleys 80 feet

Margaret Muzzey

sev- -'

rhllip Prentiss was

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and

old

church-

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000;
es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,600 people;

for a
place where lie could spend bis two
weeks' vacation playing golf. As be
stepped on tbe train be tried to recall
exactly what pretty Sullie Norton had
told blm at a dunce tbe night before.
She said there were several attractive
resorts along the river and one where
a lot of professional men and women
went every summer. Unfortunately
the twostep had struck up at that moment, and she bad omitted to mention
Its name.
"Golf links here?" Philip asked the
conductor as tbe train slowed down at
a little station.
"Yes, sir; finest in tbe country. Rockdale, Rockdale! Don't forget your
packages!"
An unfortunate commuter who bundled off at the same time told Philip
that tbe pretty little house he saw on
the hill was tbe Rockdale Golf club, so
be made his way ncross the fields to
Inspect It. Tbe fresh breeze fanned
his cheek, tbe blue river looked cool
and refreshing In the distance, aud he
hoped this wus the place Sallie bad referred to. If, with Its natural charm,
It combined the advantage of uiuklHg
acquaintances desirable for a young
man eager to advance In tbe legal profession nothing was left to be wished
for. He felt Inclined to join tbe commuter aud ask u few more questions,
only could not, lu decency, without offering to carry some of bis bundles and
hated to make a first appearance In u
new place bearing a bright blue box
of laundered shirts or a large gilt bird

eral large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point

looking

cage.

He Interviewed the club Instructor,
who was leaning dejectedly against a
pillar of the piazza. After inquiring
the requisites for eligibility Philip said:
"You give lessons, I suppose?"
"I can't collect uuythlug. Amounts to
glvlu' 'em, don't It?"
"How many members?" Philip asked.
"Half an almshouse, a third of an old
ladles' home, a quarter of a state hospital there's that many and that kind
of folks." .
Tbe man bad been drinking, Philip
thought, as he strolled down tbe hill toward a boarding house not far away lu
seareh'of luncbeou.
Philip was seated at a small table opposite a grumpy old man dressed In a
dirty flannel shirt. Among tbe other
"guests" was an elderly woman wearing a very short skirt and spectacles,
who hurried Into tbe room followed by
a fat man, who was muttering Imprecations on things lu general and golf In
particular.
Philip's table companion chuckled
maliciously.
"Must be pleasant for a man and his
wife to occupy a ten by ten room all
summer and not be on speaking terms.
She won a cup because her handicap
was bigger than his, and he won't forgive her."
"The whole atmosphere appears sulphuric," Philip remarked.
"Are you a golfer?" asked the old
man.
"Trying to be," said Philip.
"Married V
..No
Is a great game for the single
blessed, but every family should be
without It, There Is no blood or mar-

"It

ital relationship that can mitigate Its
A woman
concentrated bitterness.
went away from here yesterday to get
a divorce because her husband accused
her of moving her ball. It is an awful
temptation. We are all human."
After luncheon the old man asked
Philip to play arouud the course, rhllip
borrowed some clubs of the Instructor
and they started off. The old duffer,
as Philip mentally stigmatized him,
sent his ball twenty-flvyards, Philip
sent bis seven times as many, then be
and tbe caddy they had one between
them ran ahead and waited.
Tbe old man raised bis ball and a
clod of earth at the same time.
"He's dlggln for bait," said the caddy, grinning.
The duffer found bis ball behind a
mail mound of sod, which he pounded
flat with a brassy, batted the ball to
the near side of the bunker, then paused to consider.
"Stamp on It; mash It!" cried Philip.
"Why let a barrier raised by man Interfere when you can smooth out nature as you did?" ,
Tbree times tbe duffer struck his
ball, and each time It leaped up In tbe
air and fell on tbe ground just behind
'
him.
"I say, old man, go back to the farm
and play tlddlywlnks," gasped Philip.
"But I don't need any more practice.
I'm learning from observation."
He sent bis ball, however, to the edge
of tbe green.
The next time the duffer's ball landed Just off the course In a rut. Philip
lighted a cigarette, keeping one eye on
his opponent and as he held tbe blazing match before his face the old man
shuffled bis ball with his foot to an
easy lie.
"Hold on there! What are you doing?" Philip cried. ,
"Nothing-nothiI- ""You moved your ball. I saw you.
Didn't your to the caddy.
"Ain't be the Foxy Grandpa?" said
the boy.
"He Is a dishonest, disgusting, disreputable person. A man who would
(do that would rob widows and
And Philip marched off In a
In
'rage, leaving the duffer staring
amazement after blm.
Philip returned the clubs to the fli"e

ng.

--

l

gTnd

JOHN

city in the aear future eannot be estimated.

KB.

pear to lie uo part of tEe body fEat flTe
poisonous fumes and floating particles
which permeate the atmosphere of the
workshops do nut affect. The complexion lakes on a ghastly corpse-likpallor, the gums turn blue, tbe teeth
decay rapidly and full out, tbe eyelids are hideously Inflamed. A scratch
or an abrasion of the skin becomes an
Later on, when
unbailable sore.
nerves and muscles become uffected
by the poison In tbe blood, the eyeballs are drawn Into oblique positions
and take on n dim aud bleared appearing.
ance.
Tbe Joints, especially the knee
"If you are looking for golf come to aud the wrist, become semiparalyzed,
Suunyslde going there myself. The and the whole form Is gradually bent
links are good, and you will find a lot and contorted.
of nice people."
"I speut an afternoon at Rockdale
recently," said Philip, "and found the
I
First
Lieutenant
congratulate
oddest collection of cranks and farmyou, old chap. You fiancee Is charmers Imaglnuble."
"Cranks perhaps, but not farmers," ing.
1 have
Second Lieutenant -- Mather.
said tbe youth, laughing. "The most
already begun a course of pistol prac
distinguished doctors, lawyers, poli- tice. Meggendorfer Blatter.
I
ticians and scientists in the state go
there and all tbe literary and progressA ComprouilNe,
ive lights In petticoats."
Wile I want a bundled dollars for a
"Good heavens! All my discriminanew dress. Husband And 1 want fiftion must have escaped," Philip exty for a new suit of clothes. It's up to
claimed.
us to compromise and wear what
In the autumn Sullie was again viswe've got. Bohemian.
iting tbelr common friend at whose
bouse Philip first met her. They fell
'uturnl Coim'IiihIoii.
deeply In love with each other, Philip
Short Old Tight wnd must be finanasked Sallie to murry him, and she
went home to tell her fathe about it. cially embarrassed.
Long Why do you think so?
Soon afterward Philip was invited to
Short Why. I went to bis office yesdine at Judge Norton's house lu Orterday and asked blm to lend mo a hunange.
Tbe lovers bad a few minutes' talk dred dollars on my note, and be said
be wus very sorry, but he couldn't posbefore dinuer.
"Father says you won't be able to sibly do it. Chlcugo News.
support a wife for years," said Sallie
Xol Quite Clear.
sadly.
The Maid So you are the w.imnn of
"We are young euough to wait"
"But be says lu New York without a Mr. Woodbe's choice, are you?
The Widow
Perhaps it would be
'pull' a young ninu isn't likely to sucmore appropriate to sny that he Is the
ceed ever."
"Doesn't he want a young partner to man of my second choice.
Tbe Maid All, I see! But I wonder
relieve him of the petty details?"
who the woman of his choice Is? De"Well, you see, there's my brother
Sam he's u sophomore and will be troit Tribune.
graduated lu four years, if he's dropFarther Particular.
ped only twice more."
They found the Judge and his son
waiting for tbeui in tbe dining room,
After greeting Philip cordially Sam introduced him to his father, aud, to his
blank dismay, Philip found himself
shaking hands with the duffer!
There was not, however, the faintest
gleam of recognition lu tbe Judge's eye.
Philip thanked heaven he had grown a
Vandyke beard since their last meeting. At the end of the dinner Sam aud
Sallie ft 1'hillp to speak bis piece to
"
their father.
"Judge Norton, I want to marry your
daughter," he said.
"How do you propose to support a
wife?" Inquired the Judge.
"I shall work for her"
"To all appearance," Interrupted the
Miss Praise Miss Bright tells me
Judge, "you are without Influence, fortune or the semblance of a clientele. that her father won distinction on the
No, young man. 'Uo back to tbe farm bench.
Miss Spite Yes; he was a shoemakand play tlddlywlnks.' "
So the old duffer had known blm er. Syracuse Herald.
all.
"By the bye," said Philip, after an Instant's hesitation, "I was telling Sam
about our game of golf."
"You held me up to ridicule before
my son!"
"It was your moving tbe ball that Impressed him. He said he would despise
a man who did that, even if It were
his own father."
"You took a mean advantage of mens If a tuun is ever expected to play
fair when he is off for relaxation In tbe

L4.

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELIN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

n

in the center of the city,, well graced (many of them improved by cr.ltivation) ; no said or
The lots offered

We ueed a

gravel.

first class bakery, tailor

house, jeweler, plumbing ehoj.; planing mill, eon
yard, drug Htore, harneet shop, etc., etc., aiss a

nop, shoe

id wool
fjst elaji,

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms

oi easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
caoh.
may remain on note, with moitgigt security, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thsreoi..
One-thir-

Two-thir-

n. 111911, luretar.

thw, ii

rc

w:i

to nemre

the choicest lots, ta

Bleachers,
The sun, salt and lemou Juice com-- 1
blned are great wbiteuers. This mixture will remove old Ink and rust spots.,
Sometimes tbree or four attempts are
necessary before one attains success,
however.

ill

1

i

&

Tree Seed.
All trees have seeds. In some, however, the seeds are so small In proportion to tbe size of the tree that they

altogether escape ordinary uotice.

FLETCHERISM.
Should One Kit and Hon
Should It He Katenf
Henry, Ward Beecber made the remark once In talking with friends on
helpful Christianity that "good eating
and sound digestion were positively
needed to Insure the kind of Christianity Cbr,ist taught."
"What shall or dare I eat?" Is a serious question with many mothers. Horace Fletcher tried to answer the question with a view to helping the largest
number of people putting tbe query.
He said:
"Eat only in response to an actual
appetite, which will be satisfied with
plain bread and butter.
"Chew all solid food until It Is liquid
and practically swallows Itself.
"Sip and taste all liquids that have
taste, such as soup, lemonade, etc. Water has no taste and can be swallowed
Immediately.
"Never take food while angry or worried and only when calm. Waiting for
the mood In connection with the nppej
tite is a speedy cure for both anger and
What

worry.

It Was Inveuted. by Kavol Ken-ales-,
a I'eatli Shoemaker.

'

The ingenious Kavol, a great smoker, thought that the porousness of the
white clay adapted It well for pipes,
and accordingly he made two from It,
one for himself and one for Count
Andrassy.
The pipes were charming, and they
smoked superbly. The fame of them
spread. In course of time meerschaum
mining and meerschaum pipe making
became two of the recognised Industries of tbe world.
Tbe original Kavol Kowates pipe, the
world's first meerschaum. Is etui preserved In the Pesth museum.
Tbree Sentiment.
Prince Bismarck was once asked by
Count Enaenberg, formerly Hessian
euyq. at Par!st to wrjte something In

General Express Forwarders
ti-- v

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Csrada, jY:'cc
and all Foreign Countries

album. The page on which BeTBad
to write contained the autographs of
Guizot and Thiers. The former bad
written: " have learned In ray long
life two ruler, of prudence. The first Is
to forgive much; the second Is never to
forget." Under this Thiers had said,
'A little forgetting would not detract
from the sincerity of the forgiveness."
Prince Bismarck added, "As for me, I
have learned to forget much and to ask
to be forgiven much."

tr K

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

hTs

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Where He Was Gray.
sumA young man of eighty-thre- e
mers, whose hair Is still brown, met
the other day a friend much younger,
but whose hair Is quite white.
"What

Is

the reason," said the latter,

you do not grow gray?"
"Oh," replied the first, "that Is easily
explained. I have the gray matter on

"that

my

brain, inside!"

Syracuse

Bread on the Waters.
"De sayln' is," said Brother Dickey,
"dat what you gives ter do poor you
lends ter de Lawd, but you mustn't
spend all yo' time flggerln' how much
Interest will be cumin' to you!" Atlanta Constitution.
"The School For Scandal" was first
produced at the Drury Lane theater on

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of bettor grades of printing and binding caters particularly o
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Frinting Company, Santa Fe, ,N M.

AprU 8, 1777.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
It's as difficult to find a friend as It is
to lose an enemy.
A luxury becomes a necessity after
you get used to it.
Unless you have money to bum don't
try to keep the pot boiling In a poker
game.
It's difficult to convince a man that
his money isu't on a sure thing until
after the race.
Don't worry over trifles. If you must
worry, pick out something worth while,
then get busy.
When you have them tliey are opinions; when other people have them
they are delusions.
It's an easy mutter to size up a man
If bis dog crawls under the house every time he sees him approaching.
When a man tells you how you ought
to run your business, Just take a look
at the way he is running his own.
Chicago News.

Kavol Kowates, a Pcsth shoemaker,
Inveuted the meerschaum pipe. He
died lu 1704. A large piece of meerschaum was brought to Pesth by
Chocolate.
Count Andrussy In 1723. It bad been
Most of the world's chocolate Is made
He
given to the count In Turkey.
In Switzerland, though Germany Is a
fetched It home because, as a piece
second.
of white clay of extraordinarily light good
him.
it
pleased
specific gravity,
Kavol Kowates was noted in Pesth
for his skill in carving, aud Count
Entirely
Andrassy took his chunk of light whlta
said:
and
to
him
day
"Make, fellow, something pretty out
of Oils."

Express.
All

Moat Klevated River.
The most elevated river In the world
Tbe
Is the Desaguandero, In Bolivia.
average elevation above the level of
the sea Is about 13,000 feet.
Doir Kxtremea,
There are dogs standing over three
feet high at the shoulder, measuring
nearly seven feet from the nose to the
tip of tbe tall and weighing bo touch as
200 pounds, and at the other end of the
scale the little Mexican lapdog Is under seven inches In length from nose
to tall tip and weighs only a few
ounces.

i

Wells Fargo & Company
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typewriter

Chinese.
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Remington

Lamp lnreuted by (iiineae.
It Is suuposed that the earliest lamps
were made of the skulls of animals, in
which fat wns burned. Afterward
were used, then pottery and
metals. Tbe inveuttou of lamps, like so
many other Implements of present day
civilization, has been attributed to the

"Remember aud practice the above
four rules, aud your teeth and your
health will be fine."
These rules some time ago became
known as "Fletcherism" aud are being
Scarcity,
by many who favor them.
"One has very few friends In this practiced
cannot be harmful, and they cerThey
life," said the misanthrope.
are helpful. Mothers' Maga"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne. "I tainly
zine.
a
reason
is
one
that
why
suppose
friend Is so likely to be overworked."
THE MEERSCHAUM PIPE. .
Washington Star.

e

.

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

with tbe poisonous waste matcr'af.
that the sweat glands are constantly
throwing off.

e

Oar Only FortreM.
The only fortress in the United States
Is Fortress Monroe, at Old Point Comfort, in Virginia, it was built for the
summer!" The judge was greatly agi- purpose of defending the naval yard of
tated. "1 would have given anything Norfolk against any possible attack.
to prevent having Sam told that," he Its area is about eighty acres, surcontinued. "The effort of my life has rounded by a moat filled with water
been to inspire him with absolute con- from eight to fifteen feet deep and
to a hundred feet
fidence."
from seventy-fiv"But, don't you see, I couldn't tell wide.
Sam the man's name? I didn't know It
Cronatadt.
myself till tonight."
The strongest fortress In European
"Upon my word, I forgot that!" exclaimed tbe Judge, Immensely relieved. Russia Is Cronstadt. It Is the Russian
"How about my marrying Sallie? naval depot of tbe Baltic sea.
You said you would give anything to
"Forbidden."
prevent Sam knowing you cheated at
"Forbidden" Is a familiar word
golf."
.
The Judge winced.
abroad. In Italy It Is "vietato," In Ger"We're all human, remember,
I many "verboten," or, more politely,
might be tempted to tell blm the man's "untersagt," and lu France "defendu."
..
name yet."
"No, no not on any account! TU
Grecian Doors.
JThe ancient Greeks, before leaving
gladly give you Salh- V" To have and to bold' my tongue
tbe bouse, knocked at the front door.
'from this day forward,'" Interrupted This was because the door opened outPhilip, laughing.
ward, and the knock was a warning
to passersby who might otherwise be
In danger of getting struck.
The Danger of WkKa
Probably lead working and particuBlaekkeada,
larly the manufacture of white lead Is
Blackheads are nothing more or less
tbe uiost dangeroui calling. In this
Industry It Is Inevitable that sooner or than pores that are unclean. The skin
later the workers must succumb to has been neglected at one time or other
lead poisoning, and there would ap
and, the pores have become clogged
'

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

Apply at once for mag cad

BICOI, Piwifat

Santa Fe R'y- -

of

f

Belen Town and Improvement Company

mal Instructor and wrung his hand at
parting.
"I did you an Injustice," he suid.
"Knowing, its I do now, what your life
In this place must be, my heart bleeds
for you."
Sullie had gone away when he returned to town, so Philip could not tell
her the result of bis first venture Into
the world of sport, hut he soon made
another and Hint time scraped the acquaintance of a youth on tbe train who
gave him some Information worth hav-

after

Cut-of-

ILL FAST LIMITED

BELEN TOWNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

The

Located on Helen

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

Old Mexico.

Hy

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

Up to date
The

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USIISG RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY 8AV1
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THES1 AYI.
PRICE-LIS-

T

Stamp, not over 2 J inches long
Each additional lire on tame stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inchea long. .10
Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over i ixchei long. ...if
Each additional line on same itamp, 80e.
B
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, pei inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two line.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie ertra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch im siie, we ebargs
inch or fractioi.
for one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
Local DateTj any town and date for ten years
91M
I0e
Ledger Dater, month, day aud year in inch
line
Dater
Regular
11.10
Defiance or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stimp and Wocd Cut, 1.80
1.06
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
ii3J, 5c; 8x4, 5c; IJxSi, lOe;
lii2J, 10c; 2i3,

One-lin- e

One-Lin-

one-ha-

lf

--

jemington
Standard Typewriters
New Models.

6.7

Rubber Stamps

lc;

4i7i,7le.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

and

0

Absolutely Reliable, Always.

Wyckoff, Scamans & Benedict
S27 Broadway, Nu YorK.
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rjCXICAJV PRINTING CO.
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We Wish Otii Many Friends and Patrons:

A Metsty Ciwistmas and a Happy New Yea?,

THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

COAL i WOOD

(Continued from Page Four)

OFFICK; Garfield Ave., Near A., T.

A

BAS,

GHOCEHS,

CART WRIGHT-DNo. 250 San
No. 4.

Grocery Telephone

YAJRID.

S. F. Depot,

'l'hone

No. 85.

BUTCHERS!

VIS CO.

A

year In an attempt to regain her
of health. The funeral took place last
week at Doming.
Mr. Bollch is a
toat merchant, of Doming and u member of
the Territorial Irrigation Commission.
the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Bishop
Hon. Antonio Joxeph of Ojo ('allentu,
the party of friends who went
former delegate to Congress from New to tho
depot tills morning to give them
Hie
Mexico, who arrived In
clly
a hllttrioiiH welcome upon their return
day, will leave this evening for F.I from their wedding Journey to AlbuThev disembarked from
querque.
Territorial Traveling Auditor Charles the train nt the penitentiary where
V. SalTord returned vostnrduy from AI
they entered u carriage in waiting and
were driven to tho city. The friends
buquerque, Ho went there several days
who were nt the depot were naturally
ago on omctal business, lie hud Intended being gone for several weeks greatly disappointed wheu the train
pulled in and the newly wedded
making official visits to other county couple were not on board.
They had
seals but conelud.d to wait until after a conveyance decorated with placthe holidays.
ards nnd bunting in which to bring
S. (i. Uacu, Jose M. Montoya, Meleclo them up town.
A car load of Immigrants' outfit was
Apodaca, and Vicente Pino, all of San
Autonlo, Socorro County, were arrivals received by tho Santa Fe Central
today in the Capital. They registered Railway today consigned to Estancla.
For some reason or other the Walter
at the Claim.
Mrs. Cecilia Ortiz left today for Las Sharp Bridge Company has not begun
Vegas accompanied by her two children. tearing down the old wooden bridge
Shu will spend Christmas In the Meadow Herns'" the river on liallsteo Street pre
City wth relatives and will then go to paratory In constructing the now one of
Ocate, Mora county wiiero she will re- reinforced concroto Tho contract sped-liemain until aftor New Years with relathat the work of dismantling the
old bridge should begin within a week
tives and friends.
Antonio Raal of Albuquerque, an em- after the awarding of the bids Chairploye of Sturges European hotel in man Arthur Sellgnnin of the board of
the Duke City, arrived yesterday in tho county commissioners Is at a loss to unCapital for a holiday visit to Ills parents derstand why tho company Is neglectMr. and Mrs. Antonio J Rani.
ing to lake advantage of tills line
C. T. Hrown of Socorro, who has
spent weather and wrote to ascertain the
the past three week In Texas and cause of the delay. The work of razing
loplin Missouri on Important mining the old bridge will nut commence now
business spent the afternoon here en In all
probability before the lirst of the
route home. He came on the flyer from
year.
ICansas City and leaves
for
tonight
home.
The bond of Probate Judge Elect Antonio Alarld for 05, nun signed liy a
Guaranty company, was today approved
by Judge John It. McFie and will bo
Hied with the clerk of the tlrst judicial
(Continued from Page Five.)
district court.
CHRISTMAS
TIDE.
A Christmas cantata
entitled "Santa
(By Clara Olson.)
Clans Expected" will be presented this
Angel of mystery, seraph of light.
overling at the Presbyterian Mission
Hide from my vision, tho business
School. Some thirty-livllttlo girls ot
of men,
the lirst, second, third and fourth gra- C.ulde me with
speed to that far eastdes will participate in the entertainern country,
ment. Ten of the little tots will reLet Bethlehem lonely arise on my
ken.
present the fairies. They will be
dressed in whit and have tiny little
bells jingling on their dresses.
Santa Not In ho glory of radiance celestial,
With nugels attending, their white
Clans will be impersonated by Victor
wings spread ou-tDuran. Mrs. Santa Clans will also he
While royal guests kneel In profound
Candela-rito
a
role
Miss
there,
assigned
adoration,
Silva. Miss Myrtle Rendon will apAnd joyous llosanwis resound overA
as
the
of
the
fairies.
queen
pear
head.
Christmas tree will be In evidence during the entertainment and at the con- Pray, show me the stable old, set on
clusion of the cantata Santa Clans will
tho hillside,
distribute the gifts among the children.
Scarce useful to shelter tho beasts
The cases of the Territory exrel.,
of the field,
an i Thomas P. Hubbell, appellants, vs And the Mother who bends o'er her
Perfecto Armljo. appellee, and the Tershivering Infant,
Whom She strives, from cold winds,
ritory ex. rel, and Frank Hubbell, apIn her bosom to shield.
pellants, vs. Justo Armljo, appellee,
will come up for hearing next Thursday
O, infant, O, Molher,
grope through
at the special term of the Territorial
the darkness,
Court.
B.
W,
Attorneys
Supreme
'Till weeping I kneel, in the straw at
Chllders, and E. W. Dobson of Albuyour side,
querque will appear as counsel for the Let my icy heart melt In a fount of
appellants. Tho Territory will be recompassion
At sight of the manger
this blest
presented by Attorney (icrieral W. C.
Bold.
Christmas tide.
Christmas exercises will bo held th's
evening at the United States Indian BAD DIVE ON HILL- Training School. A feature of the holiday festivlues at the Institution will be
SIDE AVENUE.
Now
Year's
a 'masquerade ball on
Mr. nnd Mrs. R. W. Selniessler
Mexico City, Mexico, were arrivals
day in tho Capital, and registered

$5.50
Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
S.00
Good Commercial Raton Nut
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grte
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL

of Owning, Luna County.
The girt
died recently at Long Beach, California, where she had been for nearly a

Personal Mention.

Francisco Street,
Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

(

d

PLUM PUDDING.
Ferndell plum pudding is just as good

maybe better, than you cau make
yourself. The price is less than it
would cost you for the materials, labor, fuel, etc.
pound cans, each 35c.
pound cans, each 65c.

For Christmas we will have a supply
in the shell. Leave orders for these
now.

CHRISTMAS TURKEYS.
In buying a Christmas turkey it is not
so much ft question of price as of
quality. We will as usual have notheastern
ing but the finest corn-feMINCE MEAT.
stock, heads and feet off. Leave orIt you have time and wish to do the ders now and we will specially select
hard work of making your own mince the size and kind you want before
meat, come to us for the materials. putting stock on sale.
We have Ferndell spices, Ferndell
FIGS AND DATES.
currants, and all the other ingredients
from suet to beef. However, it will be New stock figs and dates now on sale.
2 lbs. finest Persian dates, 25c.
more convenient to buy
1 lb. finest Turkish figs, 25c.
Ferndell mince meat In
$1.15
jars
NEW NUTS.
Ferndell mince meat in
75
New nuts are now arriving. We offer
jars
new hickory nuts and black walnuts
Condensed mince meat in
12
at 4 lbs, 25c.
packages
New York chestnuts, 25o.
Bulk mince meat, per pound .15
English Walnuts, 25c.
CRANBERRIES.
Pecans, 25c.
Almonds, 25c.
Plnones, 12
We hive in store and transit several
Peanuts, 15c.
barrels of berries from the best bogs
SPECIALS.
In the United States. When ordering
we said nothing as to price, but told We will have for Xmas, fresh shrimp,
the most reliable dealer of whom we crabs and lobsters, as well as a suphave any knowledge to SEND THE ply of fresh vegetables. Leave orders
for these, as supply will 'be limited.
BEST HE HAD. They are fine.
-

2-

c

CANDY.
CELERY.
Our supply of
celery for All kinds of candy for the holidays,
the holidays will be especially good, from the cheapest to high grade
fancy boxes, and at very reasonable
crisp, clean and nutty.
prices. Good mixtures at 15 cents.
OYSTERS.
Very fancy boxes at 25 and 50 cents.
We receive our oysters direct from
CIGARS.
West Sayville, L. I. These are the
famous blue points. Per pint of solid A big line of cigars suitable for holimeat, no water or ice water, 35 cents, day gifts at from $1.00 up per box.
n

home-grow-

'

t

Minor City Topics.

l

1

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
roome In connection.
Side entrance to Coronado HMel.

eve.
II

lontho night before Christmas.

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

Of 1TJ1XDIKO MATSBJLU,
Cord nnd Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Star
ALL BUMPS

AAAI
JJ$A

CERRILLOS
and

I

AG AN

ui
ffi

Thnnt

j

Santa Fe.

Delivered to Any
Part of th Citys

1TORAGK: We HmbI ErefytalBg MovaM
Branch OCcc aad Yai4a at Cerrilk, X. K.

For The Home People
AIX GOODS AT COST UNTIL THE HOLIDAYS.

Bay Your Christmas Gifts of

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO WAN.
FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

Over 300 Views Of Santa

Fe,

CARDS

FOR

FIVE CENTS

Indian Pueblos and New Mexico Scenes.

DRAWN WORK AT COST
ALL OTHER GOODS TO CORRESPOND

INDIAN WARE,
301-30- 3

TUBQUOISM

San Francisco

Street.

FILIGREE SPECIALTIES

J. 3. CANDELARIO,

It is an old native custi.m to build linn Citizens Up In Arms Petition to Be
Sent to City Council Children
res of ueote or pitch pine In the streets
Led Astray,

Proprietor.

Lncil

wood venders have been busily engaged
for the past week bringing In burro
loads of this wood, and hundreds of
these tiros will be blazing about midnight in all parts of the city,
The bulletin hoard on the sidewalk In
front of the Laughlin block used In advertising the real estate business of
C. A. Bishop
and Company was the
object of passersby today. Nearly every
body who glanced at It, paused to read
the inscriptions in chalk, and then
walked away chuckling. On one side
was the legend: ''Notice, Carl ha one
now; he got her Saturday." On the
other was something more explicit:
"Carl Is married at last." It was thn
work of some practical joker.
A Christmas sale was held Saturday
at St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church
under the auspices of the Women's Aid
Society. The women parlshoners held
their annual baazar a few weeks iigo but
some of the articles were not disposed of
then and it was decided to have another
one to sell the remaining articles.

CHRISTMAS WEATHER
BRIGHT AND FAIR
Says

Weatherman Temperature
day Mild Will Be Warmer
Tuesday.

To Heat
Cold Rooms

To-

Christmas day will bo bright and
fair according to tho local weather
man. His forecast today Is for fair
weather tonight and Tuesday wilh
wanner weather Tuesday, Christmas
sledes and skates will have to be laid
aside for some time uuloss Ihere Is a
sudden and unexpected change In the
weather soon,
The temperature at. fi o'clock this
morning was
degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was 25
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 49 degrees at 2:10 p.
m., while the minimum temperature
was 20 degrees at 0:15 a. m. The
mean temperature of the day was
degrees wlili a relative humidity of
50 per cent.
Saturday's maximum temperature
was 55 degrees at 3:40 p, m., and the
minimum temperature 20 degrees at
0:25 a. m, The mean temperature
was 40 degrees and the relative humidity 52 er cent.

Quickly
Every house has Its

cold room. Abnormal weather

conditions. Inadeauate stove or
furnace heat often result in some particular
part of the house being cold and cheerless. You
can make home warm and cheerful with the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
from room to room. Turn wick high or low there's no
Smokeles device prevents smoke and smell. Easy to operate
danger.
as a lamp. All parts easily cleaned. Brass oil fount beautifully
Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9 hours. Gives intense
heat. Two finishes nickel and japan. Handsome, useful, reliable,
f II
If not at your dealer's write our
1
Every heater warranted.
nearest agency ror descriptive circular,

Carry it about

FORMER NEW MEXICAN
DEAD IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Morristown, Pa.. Dec. 21. Charles
M. Phillips died at. his home, in Western Avenue, Saturday morning from
Bright's disease. Ho was born in
McComb County, Michigan, on March
On May in, 1871, ho mar10, 1S47.
ried Alice E. Axtoll, daughter of Chief
Justice Samuel B. Axtell of New Mex-

The

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom-

ach, Torpid Liver and

C.hronic Constipation.

fr

dant to tok.

Mr. Phillips was clerk of the Circuit
and Supremo Courts of New Mexico
from 1SS2. to 1885, and in the latter
Atchison 100
pfd. 101.
year was admitted to the bar in New
New York Central 12S
Mexico.
He moved to Morristown in
Pennsylvania 1116
1SSG, nnd almost immediately took an
Southern Pacific 91.
interest in local politics. He was a
Union Pacific ITS
pfd. 93
Republican. He was the assessor or
Copper 112
Morris township, and also a member
Sleel 40
pfd. 101!
of the township board of education. He
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
was appointed assistant, postmaster of
Bee.
Chicago, Dec. 24 Wheat
Morristown in July, IfMC, which posi74
May 77
tion he held until his death. He
May 4:!
Corn, Dec. 41
leaves a wife and a young son and
Dec. 33
May 35
Oats,
daughter.
Pork, Jan. $16.35; May $16.95.
Lard, Jan. $9.32
May $9,42
DEAD MAN NEAR ISLETA.
Ribs. Jan. $S.77
May $9,02
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 24. HuntWOOL MARKET.
ers near the sleta reservation SaturDoc 24. Wool
St.
Louis,
steady;
found
the
man
of
a
body
day
lying
western medium 23r27;
and
territory
the
in
a
sandhills
little arroyo.
among
He had been
dead for some lime. fine mediums 18f 21; flno 14(ff.'16.
Chicago, Dec.
There was no evidences of yiolenee
24., Cattle reand the theory is that the man wan- ceipts 13,000, 10 to 20 cents higher;
cows and heifers
dered among the Handbills
and be- beeves $4.107;
came lost.
$1.655.30; stockers and feeders $2.40
4.50; Texas $3.754.50; westerners
$;i.905.75; calves 5.757.50.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Sheep receipts 12,000; 10 cents higher; sheep I3.50iff7.50; lambs $4.(i0(fj)
,

7.65.
LIVE STOCK.
Notary Public Appointed,
Uoss M. Merrit of Albuquerque, BerKansas City, Mo., Dec. 24. Cattle
nalillo County, has been appointed a receipts 3,000, including 200 southerns
native
notary public by llovcrnor ilugerinan strong to 10 cents higher;
Articles of Incorporation.
steers $4(f?.'6.60; southern steers $35.

southern cows $2i3.25; native cows
and heifers $2(ft5; stockers and feedcalves
ers $34.60; nils $2.254;
$37; western steers $3.605.50;
western cows $2.254.
Sheep receipts 2,000, 5 to 10 cents
higher; muttons $4.507.75; lambs $6
i'7.50; range wethers $4.756.25; fed
ewes $44.25.

The following articles of Incorpora
filed In the o Hi
of
tlon have be
Territorial Secretary .1. W. Kaynolds:
The Tans Telephone Company. Principal place of business at Taos, Taos
County. Territorial agent, Thomas P.
Martin, at Taos. Capital stock $10,000
divided into one thousand shares of the
par value of 810 each. Commencing
business with 82,000. Object operating
local and long distance telephone linos.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
Isaac V. Dwlre, Carrol R. Dwiro, Frank
C. EMI. Thomas P. Martin, of Taos,
and Juan N. Vigil, of Talpa.
Bell anil Levy Contracting
place of business In
at Raton, Colfax County. Territorial agent, Ernest Ruth, at Baton,
Capital stock, 825,000. Object, general
contracting business. Duration, fifty
years. Incorporators, George Bell aid
Harlan J. Smith of Pueblo County, Colorado, and A. Levy of Huerfano County, Colorado. The company was Incorporated originally In Colorado and filed
amended articles to comply wilh the
laws of Now Mexico.
Check for Public Schools.
Governor Hagerman today received
a check for $4,042.72 from the treasury department at Washington, representing the 10 per cent of the receipts
from Forest Reserves in New Mexico
for the fiscal year, which Is to be distributed among the counties in which
the forest reserves lie for the benefit
of the public Schools.
He turned the
check over to the territorial treasurer
to be. held pending a session of the
legislature when It will probably be
necessary to enact a law for its disThe receipts from, Forest
tribution.
Reserves will be much larger during
the next year, as there have been a
number of new reserves established
and the older reserves are In good
running order.

ORINO
Laxative Fruit Syrup
IRELANH'S PHARMACY,

OIL COMPANY

ico.

THE MOHfiDO

BESTflURHHT

BILL OF FARE.

CHRISTMAS DINNER.
SOUP.
Dill Pickles
Oyster Soup
Lobster Salad, Mayohnnise Dressing

Company-Princip-

g

Is the best lamp
for
household use
you can buy. EauiDDed with
latest Imoroved burner.
Gives
bright, steady lleht at lowest cost. Made of brass
and
nickel
for
Suitable
throughout
plated,
any room
wnetner "Drarv,
bedroom, bare
and satisfactory. Every lamp warranted, Write to
nearest agency ir not at your dealer s.

Lamp

CONTINENTAL

Residents on lllllsido avenue and
the adjoining streets. are today
a petition which
they say will be
presented to the city council at Its next
regular meeting protesting against the
city authorities permitting a dlsieput- ahledive to exist on Hillside Avenue, In
a house known as tho George Antone
property. It Is said that there are eleht
or nine inmates In the
place and that
they are a menace to the community. A
resident on lllllsido avenue said this
morning tn a New Mexican Reporter:
' I
have positive knowledge that a
number or minors have been enticed
Into the place. The
occupants of the
house have exposed themselves half
clad to children
passing along the avenue and at night they
frequently make
so much noise that
sleep in the immediate vicinity is cut of tho ques ion.
The people in that portion of the city
believe that such a r, sort Is a menace
At the meeting of farmers and busito the school children who In coming
In
ness men
Albuquerque Saturday
with Professor J. D. Tinsley, of the and going from selio are forced to pass
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Its doors,
"While we oppose the existence of
Arts at Mesilla Park, a committee was
appointed to make arrangements for such a place in any locality we protest
forming a Farmers' Institute and to most emphatically against lis establishwork for the advancement of agriculment within a residence district where
ture In New Mexico and tho protec- Its Influence will he felt
severely among
tion of the Territory's farmers.
the children.
Members of the city
George E. Ellis who owns the build- council have
agreed to aid us In nip
ing in which the Claire Hotel Is local-eMARKET REPORT,
the dive."
has bought an interest In the busi- p
ness of the Bennett Indian Trading
STOCK MARKET.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
Company, of Albuquerque, and will loNew York, Dec. 24APrIme merenn'
cate in the Duke City with his family. envelopes, ot all sizes printed aud sola
tile paper 6(ffiG
Word has been received here of the by the New Mexican Printing ComSilver 6.69
death of Alice Bollch, lfi years of age, pany at low rates and In quantities to
8.
Money on call steady 4
suit
A.
Bollch
N.
Mrs.
of
Mr. and
purchaser.
daughter
Copper and lead Arm, unchanged
clrcn-Utln-

Reafb
aar

MEATS.

Roast Turkey with Dressing,
Cranberry Sauce
Roast Reef and Juice.
ENTREES.
Spanish Fritters and Savyon Sauce
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Potatoes
Sweet Peas

Beets

DESERT.
Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
English Plum Pudding
Brandy Sauce
Lemon Ice Cream.
Tea

Coffee

DINNER 25 CENTS.
G. L. Herrera, Prop.
Subscribe for the Daily New Mex!
can and get the news.

VERDICT AGAINST SANTA" RITA
MINING AND STORE COMPANY.
Socorro, N. M., Dec. 21. Shortly

before midnight last Saturday night,
the jury in the case of Turner and
Sons vs. the Santa Rila Mining Company, and the Santa Rita Store Company, returned a verdict of $20,000
damages. The case was brought to
Socorro from Grant County on a
change of venue and Is a remarkable
one in some respects. The plaintiffs
sued for $50,000 alleging that while
they were conducting a store In Santa Rita, the defendants intimidated
miners and others from trading with
them, thus doing them great damage.
BUSIPRACTICAL
WOOLVERTON
NESS COLLEGE CO., MAKES IT A
BUSIBUSINESS TO REVEAL
NESS SECRETS TO YOUNG PEOPLE AND PREPARE BOYS AND
GIRLS FOR A BUSINESS CAREER.
Thousands of young people nro
waiting for Opportunities. Many others realize that, opportunities must bo

made, hence, they are busy making opportunities and preparing to make use
of them nt the appointed time. One
hundred and four young men and
young ladies have secured scholarships in the Woolverton Practical
Business College at Roswell, N. M.
These young people have been convinced that in this college is a good
place to prepare themselves for a
business career. The college company purchased several valuable lots
centrally located, opened boarding
houses, erected a nice building, equipped It wilh nice substantial fixtures,
properly lighted it with gas arc lights,
gas heating facilities, etc., so one can
secure the very best accommodations
every day.
Come to Roswell and we will teach
you how to get Into the secrecy of
business, make opportunities, and how
to prepare to use them. Many people
are surprised at the low rates we are
giving on board and tuition, however,
we see fit to do this, thinking it is to
the company's interest, and to the Interest of the public, We have al
ready educated, and secured good positions, for more young men and ladies then any other college In New
Mexico. What we have accomplished
is true evidence of what we can do.
You have the ability we have the education and training awaiting you. come
and get it. The fundamental law of
success is to "Prepare to do what the
world wants done," you shall have
your reward. This is a law of nature.
Do you believe It? Try It and see
for yourself. We tried It and have
Success is not
nothing to regret.
found in the lucky box. It Is made
of close application and good
judgment.
WOOLVERTON
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE CO.
Per, W. T. WOOLVERTON,
President.
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and o
Interest to every citizen, 304 page.
Price f 1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

DR.

Cor. Water St.

SANTA

FE

g

SANITARIUM,
tad Caspar
NEW

Ave.

MEXICO.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.

"
f,

STEAM HEATED.

Cleanses the system

ALL MODERN C0NVENI- -

thoroughly and clears

sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
ft Is gcaraned

DIAZ'

ENCES FOR SICK

'

PEOPLE.

i

A

g

$16 to $50 per Week,
Payment Invariably in Advance.

S
8

PRICES:

5

